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The State of
Student Religion
By Chaplain Allen F. Bray

Thoughts on Charter Day, 1956
I

0

N the sixteenth day of May in the year
of our Lord 182 3, the ambitious dream
of a small group of concerned men was
realized as the Legislature of the State of Connecticut granted a Charter to an educational
institution known as Washington College. A
basic reason for the establishment of this institution is incorporated into the actual Charter
in the statement that the religious tenets of any
person shall not be the condition for either admission or employment. Washington College
thus became the second college in the State of
Connecticut, and the first in its history to be free
of the restrictions of the Saybrook Platform.
The principle involved was that men should
be allowed the free use of their God-given
faculties to explore and decide about them-

selves and their world. This was believed to
be in keeping not only with a sound educational philosophy, but with basic Christian
doctrine. Man has, by virtue of His creation,
not only the ability but the privilege of thought,
decision, and consequent independent action.
Any attempt to restrict this privilege represents
a violation of a condition of creation. The
Creator has given to His highest creation the
privilege of rebellion. Any human institution
which seeks to restrict or deny that privilege
is in error. This is particularly important in
an educational institution supposedly devoted
to the search for truth--come whence it may,
cost what it will.
The founders of Washington College had no
intent, however, to eliminate the opportunity
for religious expression, nor to minimize the
possibilities of its formative influence. Thus
a chapel was set aside and attendance was required of all personnel of the College. The

"HELP WANTED: For small, liberal arts college with Episcopalian heritage,
a Chaplain. Must meet rigid requirements: not mingle with student body; neither
drink nor smoke; maintain the college's appearance of a liberal, religious institution,
where everyone loves one another; help the development program ring doorbells;
have crucifix, travel."
At our request, Chaplain Bray has written a critical account of the religious
life of the College. While we do not necessarily agree with some of his suggested
improvements, we wholeheartedly approve his basic premise, that the present state
of student religion sorely needs a new focus. The Chaplain's views are thoughtfully sober. They only hint at the disturbing weakness of the Administration's
policy toward campus religion, a weakness that has made the Mather Chapel a dry
mock of all that the College represents. For a more moving indictment of that
policy of weakness, attend a service in the Chapel. The silence you will notice is
not one of reverence.
- The Editors

Book of Common Prayer, long associated with
Anglicanism, but never considered its property,
was the norm for all services. By this means
the historic witness and teaching of the Catholic Church was maintained within a structure
in which the importance and dignified individuality of man as a child of God, was upheld.
The faculty, trustees and administration of
the College which soon changed its name from
Washington to Trinity, considered religion to
be a vital factor in the educational process. It
was their understanding that the Christian
faith provided the basic orientation for man's
proper understanding of himself and his world.
It was the unifying factor that provided not
only the foundation, but the fulfillment of the
various strands of information constituting the
Liberal Arts curriculum. Although students
and faculty were required to attend the formal
religious exercises, they were not required tq

accept the teaching implicit in those exercises.
The faculty considered their work incomplete
unless the opportunity for complete information and comprehensive evaluation was presented to the students. The role of religion,
therefore, was emphasized to the students, formally in the Chapel, intellectually in the classroom, and personally through the life and
work of the mature members of the College
community, but no demand for conformity in
violation of conscience was ever made.
II

Today, one hundred and thirty-three years
later, the same basic principle, the same concern for religious information and expression
is avowed in the various publications of the
College. The third Chapel is a magnificent
sermon in stone, wood, and glass. It dominates the Campus scene, and is filled with the
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self-offerings of countless men and women,
from the laborer who wheeled the barrow filled
with mortar, to the incomparable artistry of
Sanborn and Wiggins. The personal witness
of numerous servants from Ogilby and Mather
to Wallace and Cristelli makes the stern English Gothic warm and alive. There is still a
Chapel Requirement. Religion is taught formally in the classroom. Five organized religious groups function on the Campus, and a
Chaplain is in residence. It would appear,
then, that religion continues to play an important role in the life of Trinity. Certainly the
external signs are present, and the resources
appear to be available. Any valid survey,
however, must take account, not only of the
outward and visible signs, but of the inward
and invisible qualities which give rise to and
speak through the externals. Let us, then, consider these intangibles, their significance for
the College of today, and the College of tomorrow.
Although empirical observation would testify occasionally and in part to the nature and
significance of these intangibles, it is more a
matter of sensitivity, of awareness to influences
and trends, a feeling if you will, of ethos,
which contributes most to this evaluation.
There is frequent use of the Chapel with an
average of eleven services a week. Insofar
as it is possible these services are designed to
be representative of and meaningful for man's
needs. The existing Chapel requirement, however, is one on a sliding scale which demands
more of freshmen than of seniors. In point
of fact it is a religious rather than a Chapel
requirement because it can be satisfied by attending a church or synagogue of the student's
choice, by successfully passing a course in religion, and, in part, by attending the majority
of the meetings of one of the religious groups
on Campus. It is understandable that there
should be some resentment at the confusing
testimony of such a requirement. It must also
be realized that with such an age group there
is a certain amount of adolescent enthusiasm
in resisting a demand for Church attendance.
There results a noticeable lethargy on the part
of the student congregations which is completely out of keeping with the entire building,
representing as it does countless free and joyful self-offerings.
The conspicl!ous absence of faculty from the
Chapel does not help the situation. The rna-

jority of faculty no longer live in the immediate area of the College, and most of them have
their church connections with a local parish
that administers to the entire family unit, as
the College Chapel cannot. Their occasional
attendance at the Chapel, however, is not impossible, and would be of value not only to
students, but to themselves.
The limitation of the College Chaplain to
his office because of the burden of administrative responsibility and pastoral care, tends to
make the Chapel and its activities an isolated
and special rather than relevant, part of one's
total life in College. It is all too seldom that
the Chaplain has the opportunity to be free on
Campus for casual conversation and visits.
A Department of Religion is now in existence offering valuable courses, very ably taught,
but by only one man. The increasing enrollment in the courses in Religion signifies the
interest of the Liberal Arts student in some
formal religious orientation, and indicates the
advisability of expanding the facilities and resources of this Department. It is in this Department alone that the student receives formal
academic instruction in religious matters. At
this time there is little inter-disciplinary research and development. The role of religion
in the various academic disciplines is of interest to the students, but full teaching schedules
and suburban homes render it difficult, and in
some cases, impossible for this to be pursued
as student interest might desire.
There are five functioning religious groups
on Campus. Each of these organizations provides an opportunity for denominational study
and growth. It has long been Trinity's expressed desire that every man should deepen
in his own religious tradition during his four
years in College. These organizations provide
one opportunity for so doing. At the present
time they function variously from approximately three to forty per-cent of their potential membership. Each of the religious clubs has an
immediate need for the interest, guidance, and
general oversight of mature persons. They
provide excellent forums for the presentation
and discussion of contemporary issues in the
light of religious teaching. They could well
be effective instruments of the coordination
without which the Liberal Arts curriculum is
a series of loose ends,-a collection of important but unrelated items of miscellaneous information.

THE
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III
The role of the Chaplain of Trinity Coll17ge
is, in essence, a vital one, and could be just as
vital in fact. The present transitional period
has been a very difficult one for all concerned.
The external structure of the Chaplaincy has
been maintained, but the real work, the personal relationships with students has been severely limited. It is virtually impossible for
one man to minister adequately, let alone well,
to a concentrated congregation of nearly one
thousand souls. The demand for personal interviews, the necessary administrative responsibility of important committees in the life of
the College, the oversight of the operation of
the Chapel, all these render it well nigh impossible for the Chaplain to see any individuals until the moment of crisis. There is not
time for casual encounters, or for what has
been called "preventative therapy" in pastoral
care. So it is that quite frequently students
have no personal acquaintance with the Chaplain at all. They consider his ministry and
activity to be something with little or no relevance to their situation. This present condition is a temporary one, but one that has had
value in the life of the College.
This value stems from an awareness of the
fact that it is possible to learn from the things
left undone as well as the things accomplished,
to learn negatively, as it were, as well as positively. The past two years have indicated
quite clearly that there is a genuine interest
and concern for religion, not only academically
but personally on the Campus of Trinity College. This is a comprehensive interest, concerned with the religious implications of all of
life, but with special relevance to Campus activities. It has become apparent that one clergyman is insufficient to properly perform the
functions of a Chaplain at Trinity College at
this time. It has become apparent that more
faculty are urgently needed to bear their faithful witness through the medium of lectures in
their respective fields, through their guidance
of the organized religious groups, and through
their personal encounters with students and
colleagues, both in the classroom and out of it.
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Trinity College is not about to have a religious revival in the popular sense. There is,
however, a need and apparent demand for a
more personal ministry. This ministry is not
one limited to the ordained, but is the privilege and responsibility of all who count themselves members of the family of God. On this
Charter Day, 1956, Trinity College is faced
with the necessity for a decision. The issue is
clear: Is religion to be a matter of a formal
heritage and be a legalistic requirement for
graduation? Or rather is it to be as in the
minds of the founders of 1823, a unifying
force for the total life and well-being of the
young men studying in this institution, seeking proper preparation for years of intelligent
service to their God, their country, and themselves?
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Connecticut's Greatest Newspaper

What was the state of our student religion at Trinity a century ago? Secondtime guest contributor Maxine Tull Boatner continues her examination of the life
of Hartford's Edward Gallaudet, which she began in the Summer issue of 1955.
Her essay explores the position of an active Trinity educator and his views on Religious instruction. If it is true that our present spiritual growth is stunted, a look
into the past should be valuable.

Gallaudet the
Teacher
By Maxine Tull Boatner

E

DWARD MINER GALLAUDET was
born into a home where the father believed in training children to grow up as
Christians without passing through a sudden
process. This father of eight children also believed that culture from books should be fitted
to educate the heart as well as the mind. In
his Home School he blended this theory of
education with the studies he heard daily,
''dropping seed corns in the minds of his
charges, . . . shaping their life and character
without seeming to interfere with their own
developing mental processes."
Into this Christian home came Horace Mann,
Henry Barnard, Lydia H. Sigourney, Catharine
E. Beecher, Horace Bushnell and many others
living in Hartford and nearby towns who were
active in the education and religious life of the
community.
Edward, the youngest child, had grown up
in an atmosphere which was conducive to study
and meditation. It had worried him during his
own college days that he had been unable to

pursue further studies within college walls, but
when he had found this a financial impossibility
he began to read and study privately.
When he could relax his efforts in the years
to come his first recourse had been to books.
There were four which came to his aid of which
he never ceased to think without gratitude. They
were Taine's History of English Literature,
Holmes' Mechanism of Thought and Morals,
Carpenter's Mental Physiology, and Hamerton's
Intellectual Life.
He claimed that these works had helped him
to rid his mind of thoughts of domestic management, details of building plans, Congressional controversies, and many other details which
had burdened and warped his mind. They acted
as a tonic to "faculties grown weak through
disuse, so that soon close reading and study,
which had been difficult and irksome, became
a pleasure."
Actually, he had enjoyed only two years of
college life, the Junior and the Senior years, and
he had been a teacher in the Americaq Asylum

most of that time. Although he had been promised a diploma upon graduation, the certificate
was withheld, and with his invisible Bachelor
of Science he had to be satisfied.
He was recalled to his Alma Mater in 1859,
and given an Honorary M.A., and summoned
again in 1869 for the degree of LL.D., but the
deprivation of the first diploma stayed with him.
It was twenty-nine years later, in 1885, that he
was presented with the actual diploma.
Because of the many inconsistencies involved
in the academic life, Gallaudet tried his best to
be fair, and to point out to his students and
teachers the best manner in which to prepare
themselves for the future. He encouraged study
and inquiry, and tried to set an example by delivering well-planned Chapel talks, and writing challenging papers to give before the College Literary Society. Often he shared with
his students the same addresses he had given
before learned societies elsewhere. · All that
came to him which was good he earnestly endeavored to digest and give back to his own

campus community.
"The true source of power and progress in
every community is educated men," he would
say, "who though they may not occupy the pulpit or the rostrum, shall preach through their
daily conversation to society, the church, and
the state."
He claimed the aims of the National DeafMute College to be the double office of opening to mutes "higher possibilities in the position
of teacher, and to furnish a reliable source
whence the institution may secure talented and
well qualified instructors." Teaching, however,
was not their only advantage to be secured as
a result of a liberal education since many fields
would be open to them. There were literary
and scientific pursuits; astronomy and chemistry; and legal pursuits which did not need oratory.
It was hoped whatever their profession might
be, they might be better men and better citizens.
They would at least, through a college education, stand in fair competition with the more
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favored in the struggle for life. Education was
to be rigidly regarded as a means to an end.
Gallaudet pointed out that education might
be carried so far as to fill its subject with ambition for the impossible and discontent with the
attainable. Consequently, education must be
considered and provided for in its relation to
the general well-being of society. He cautioned
his listeners not to be misled by the false light
of individualism, because individualism was a
"will-o-the-wisp; carried to the extreme it could
prove the bane of our civilization." The family was the unit of society, not the individual,
and all social interests and questions must be
decided with reference to their bearing on the
family.
Again, in talking with his teachers, Gallaudet made the statement that the purpose of the
Institution, in part, was to preach the gospel of
discontent. He explained that a spirit of contentment, worthy of cultivation as a virtue, was,
under many conditions of life, to be counted a
vice in the teacher. Satisfaction with the results of one's labors in any department of human effort was an evidence of retrogression, or
at least stagnation, "and nowhere is constant
self-improvement more essential to success than
in the work of a teacher."
Gallaudet was convinced that the teacher
who is only a teacher is practically no teacher;
he is a drill master, and all his labors are mechanical. To deserve the noble name of teacher he should also be a student, "tireless, ambitious, and thirsting for an increase of knowledge
to the very last."
It was Gallaudet' s belief that the dignity and
office of an instructor of children and youth
should rank with the highest of the professions,
and should have accorded to it an influence as
wide and deep as that of the Christian ministry.
. Gallaudet applied the same principles to the
teachers of Sunday School that he applied to
teachers in general:
It is a well known fact that the children of
our day and generation are receiving ninetenths of their religious and moral training
in the Sunday Schools. In proportion then,
as the teaching in these schools is clear and
strong in religion and morals, or wavering in
faith and easy in its rule of living, will our
nation maintain that upward and forward
movement which has continued during our
first century, or it will enter on an era of
decadence, tending towards ruin.

In order that our children should be made
secure in their religious faith and moral principles, necessary to save the country, Gallaudet
admonished the Sunday Schools to supply themselves with teachers who not only had the desire to be good, but also had the knowledge of
how to develop in themselves the highest degree of efficiency. He named traits which were
important to watch, aside from the cardinal
virtues: punctuality; truthfulness in little matters as well as great ones; charitableness in
judgments and criticisms; patience; jealousy and
envy of others; selfishness; self-indulgence;
sacrificing principle to policy; allowing actions,
or conversation, against one's own principles,
to go unchecked; and, silently harboring
thoughts and feelings which one would be
ashamed to acknowledge.
Such imperfections, he explained, had a marvelous power of staying with one, "since few
died and none resigned." Only resolute compulsion caused them to leave. If the teacher
had even these smaller vices the one who was
developing and still forming in mind and heart
could be sufficiently excited by such influence
that it could destroy the effect of verbal instruction, excellent and sound though it might be.
There was never any reason to be discouraged because one had not been favored in early
life with seminaries of higher learning. Advice
could be sought from well educ;tted friends,
and a course of reading in Ethics, History, and
Science would be suggested from which one
could profit.
In the history of the church, an educated
ministry had been identified with every era of
progress: and now that the church had delegated the all important task of the religious instruction of the children to the Sunday School,
an educational laity became as necessary as an
educated ministry.
As important as self-improvement, and as
worthy of attention, was the careful criticism,
from time to time, of the methods pursued in
teaching. A teacher should never be a servile
copyist of others. A good teacher should
take pains to know his scholars, their surroundings at home, their mental and moral
peculiarities, and then select that manner of
teaching that shall seem best adapted to exert the greatest influence on them: and his
scholars may be so constituted as to require
a change of method at intervals.
Spiritual growth should accompany mental

GALLAUDET THE TEACHER
growth, for a teacher could have little hope of
instilling the examples of Christ into his pupils
unless he, too, was alive with the spirit of his
Master.
This deep belief, that education and development in mind and heart were by no means the
prerogative of youth, was the foundation upon
which Gallaudet built his own life. In turn,
he expected those who worked with him to
have a standard for growth.
In choosing his teachers Gallaudet had followed his father's rule in making his choices
on merit alone. He sought his own teachers,
and often made special trips to interview them.
He was never required to make any appointment on his staff because of the Institution's
Government affiliations.
In announcing the corps of Instructors in his
1865 Annual Report, Gallaudet named himself
as the head of the Department of Moral and
Political Science. He established the custom
of having the members of the Faculty give lectures before the student body, and he imposed
the same duty upon himself. Not only did the
College Faculty perform this duty to its students, but the Primary Department also enjoyed
the same benefits from its Faculty. Historical
as well as current topics were introduced into
these lectures.
It was only thirteen years after Gallaudet introduced Political Science into his curriculum
that he wrote his own textbook on International
Law, mainly because he felt the usual textbook
on that subject was too bulky. His book was a
Manual, and was widely used.
Gallaudet taught classes until his retirement
in 1910. He made his students aware of national and international problems. Some of
his topics for Chapel talks were: The Monroe
Doctrine and the Panama Canal; the Freedom
of the Sea; The Brotherhood of Nations; the
Ethics of Friendship; Monopolies; The Silver
Question; The Law of Veracity; the Gospel of
Thrift; Values in the Education of the Deaf;
The Parliament of Man; The True Object of
the Higher Education; The True Basis of International Law; Diseases of the Body Politic;
What Makes a Nation Great; The Philippine
Question; Treatment of Enemy Property on the
Sea; Jean Valjean; The New Japan (a lecture
delivered by the Hon. John W . Foster, and interpreted in signs by Gallaudet) ; The Peace
Conference at the Hague; What May Be Done
at the Hague Conference; The Commerce of
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the United States in the Orient (delivered by
the Hon. 0. P. Austin, and interpreted in signs
by Gallaudet) ; The Writings of Charles Dudley Warner; Dartmoor and Its Archaeological
Wonders; The True College Spirit; and, Some
Chapters in the History of the College. As
President Emeritus, Gallaudet gave a final lecture, The Lorna Doone Country.
Gallaudet kept abreast of the times, and because of his wide travels he was able to get a
very good cross section of ideas and views, at
home and abroad. These experiences he wanted the deaf to share. He lived his beliefs, and
ever held to the principle that the deaf were
efficient in their own organizations when sufficiently prepared.
During the years of bitter struggle over
methods of teaching Gallaudet never failed to
give an ear to the adult deaf. As he was to
• reiterate again and again, the testimony of the
adult, educated deaf was the most valuable to
be found where methods were on trial, and, he
thought, deserved to be accepted as conclusive.
It was because he defended their right in having a voice in their education that the Combined
System gained such firm roots. By the establishment of the Normal Department in 1891
young hearing men and women, college graduates, were trained as teachers and sent out all
over the United States, to become administrative heads of State Schools for the Deaf, and
faculty members, thus keeping alive the democratic idea of rendering a service to the greatest
number of people. This system was the choice
of the deaf, and the one adopted by the residential schools for the deaf over the country.
Gallaudet was emphatic in stating that the
work of educating the deaf is a profession, and
one entitled to rank with those of first importance, needing only the continued determination to keep the teachers up to the high standards under which such teaching was first organized, and to do this teachers had to be paid
sufficient salaries so that well trained ones could
enter the field of deaf education.
"Our colleges and universities recognize this
fact everywhere," he stated, "and the most acceptable qualification today in a college president is his ability to beg, that the endowments
may be increased, and professors -of distinction
and efficiency be employed who can offer instruction of the highest order."
Gallaudet deplored the fact that when women entered the profession of teaching the deaf
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the salary scale dropped, as well as the scholastic standing of the teachers. Highly educated
men leaving the profession, and poorly educated women entering it, was a profound cause
for worry. Hence, another reason for a Normal Department in the College.
Continuing to "practice what he preached"
Gallaudet served on committees in the city of
Washington, taking an active part in meeting
with ministers of all denominations, and laymen, to urge the introduction of the teaching
of morality and some religion in the public
schools.
As a teacher Gallaudet could step from the
classroom of deaf-mutes to a gathering of educators in the public schools, or, after conducting
prayers in his own Chapel by means of the sign
language, he could mingle with ministers of
the Gospel in a meeting at Willard's, and not
feel that any transformation had taken place.
Religion was religion, and a teacher was a stu- '
dent, learning anew each day.
One of his pupils wrote of him:
As I recall him in his dealings with the
student body, he was always firm , yet with a
candor and sincerity that were altogether
charming . . . Laying aside his duties he
acted toward us more as an elder brother
than as a strict disciplinarian . .. All in all,
he was a real man and a gentleman, firm and
stern when necessary and withal a heart of
gold.
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And Innocence Was Love
By Bryan Btmch

In the lonely days, by fragile woodland paths,
Baths of light in a leafy sea,
We wandered willfully through the tulgy forest;
Before us the trail trailed off into sky.
"Why does the world wrinkle brows over
dead?"
Red with the wind and morning sun,
Running furtively, crying with glee,
We found our way to a Sunday spot,
Knotted the non-existent knot, and,
Sand on our backsides, lost from man,
Planned our future free with sin.
Duty to man was a life that we lost;
We tossed gods aside with a twist of our heads.
Ahead was a sword on a sward of green,
Gleaming a promise St. Thomas ignored.
"Sword that is shining, pray cut us free."
We for the wind and the whispering rain,
Pain with its prettiness, crime with its shine,
Wine for its timelessness, and death for relief;
Grief, joy, but violence at least.
The beast it may be, but never dissevered :
Wherever the beast is, there also is beauty.
Let he who has sin cast the first stone,
Own up at first that modern morality
Is banality cloaked in an old mourning dress
Unless it has beauty. No wonder Keats rants,
"Dance, and Provencal song, and sunburnt
mirth!"
Their worth is more than a gloomy, cold
church,
Or search for a god to strike me down.
Sound the old trumpets, and light a blue fire;
Inspire us with love, or breathe into us hate.
We late Romans are no men to boast.
We'll toast the strange world, and let" it forget.

The sensationalism that ardent subscribers have come to anticipate is not lacking in this
issue. The raffish note is again provided by Editor Brims. Behold a modern fable.

COOTCHY- COO
By John Sinclair Brims

Mrs. Slocum had a new hairdo, her second
in a month. She'd tried Veronica Lake the last
time only she didn't have enough hair to cover
her right eye, so this time she had what little
there was cut into a Gina Lollobrigida, and the
barber had used all his art to make Mrs. Slocum think that he was cutting off a lot of hair,
though there was so little to cut that he had to
keep picking it up off the floor and letting it
fall back over her eyelids to give her the impression that he was doing a good job. Mrs.
Slocum considered it a success. For two hours
she'd sat strapped in the chair watching the
same cluster of hairs fall over and over again
to the ground, full in the happiness that she
had the richest head of hair of any of the ladies of the neighborhood. Now she was in
our sitting room proudly exhibiting her latest
triumph. Except for an inch-wide swath down
the middle of her skull where there was a long
strand plastered in an ingenious series of curls,

the new hairdo bore a curious resemblance to
her old one.
"You look simply ravishing, Mrs. Slocum,"
my mother said, with a whistle on the S. I
thought of a particularly clever chord to go
with the whistle, but mother continued her remarks before I had a chance to join her. "So
elegant, I'm sure. I just was saying to Mrs.
Balch this afternoon how you keep all of us
girls guessing what you're going to do next.
And you've done it this time. Like as if you
stepped out of the pages of Modern Screen."
I was so busy picking the lint from my belly
button I lost track of the conversation, but I
guessed mother was saying the right thing when
I heard Mrs. Slocum say how discerning a
critic mother was, only it came out deserving
and I was sure Mrs. Slocum didn't mean it. I
tried to remember that chord so I could entertain her until mother thought of something
else to say.
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"Coo," said I finally, when the chord failed
me for the last time. Mrs. Slocum pricked up
her ears, which were rather large, and, jerking
her head forward and back, cooed too. Mother,
sensing rightly something was up between us,
tried at first to coo with us, but it caught in
her throat and she made a sound like a rooster,
which made me wonder about her. "Just coo,"
I said, cooing, and rose from my seat of cushions on the floor and waddled over to Mrs.
Slocum, a thing I don't do often, waddling
that is, although I am good-natured. Mrs.
Slocum put her arms around my head and embraced me for the first time that day. She
said that I was just too precious for words, but
with my ears stuffed up with her fleshy arms I
couldn't tell if she didn't say precocious and I
began to feel that there must have been a part
of my education overlooked, which wouldn't
have been too surprising since I'd never gone
to school except for five years, ~reaking up rocks
in an enclosed yard. All my learning had come
from books, and I had read so vociferously that
mother used to have to shout for me to stop it.
Mrs. Slocum held me for two minutes until
when she released me I couldn't see anything.
It took another two min1,1tes for the blood to
start circulating in my head again, and then I
saw that mother was following me and Mrs.
Slocum about, cooing, which I told her to stop
because it wasn't any barnyard we were living
in but a high-class apartment house. Mother
gave me one of her devastating looks, where
the false eyelashes come loose at one end of
the eye and carry out the downward line of the
painted brows. I just blew it back in her eye,
which really fixed her for awhile. I'm twentyeight, so I figured I could handle her now,
though the way she jumped onto the table and
rubbed her eyes I wasn't so sure of myself as
I thought. Anyone that can still maneuver
themselves around the way mother did is someone to watch out for, so I took Mrs. Slocum
by the hand and led her into the bedroom
where we'd be out of the way when mother
jumped down.
"What was it you wanted to show me yesterday when you were called away?" I asked
Mrs. Slocum who had flopped onto the big
Hollywood bed which mother had always called
her place of business, but I could never understand why. Mrs. Slocum rolled over on her
back, the broadest of any woman of the neighborhood, and beckoned me with her finger. I

went and sat next to her. For three weeks she
had been doing the same thing. She would
flop down on mother's bed, roll over, and beckon me with her finger. For three weeks I had
gone to sit by her side. But that was all that
ever happened, because Mrs. Slocum, the next
thing I looked at her, was always falling asleep.
Today was something different again from all
those other days, and Mrs. Slocum, when I
looked at her, was looking straight past me as
if there was someone standing behind me, and
it was only when I spoke that she realized
where I was and began to look at me directly.
Mrs. Slocum was just one of mother's many
women friends. She'd first come to the neighborhood as a young girl, she once told me. I
could never imagine Mrs. Slocum as a young
girl. I could picture her as any number of old
women, but never as a young girl, because I'd
never seen her in tight-fitting jeans, and I once
told her so. The next day she was wearing
bull-fighter's pants, which weren't the least
successful in a country like ours which doesn't
go in for that kind of thing. She had on a
print dress with words like pizza and ravioli
written all over her to match her new hairdo.
"Coo!" I said, "just Coo!" Immediately I was
caught in her armlock and was struggling to
disentangle my head. Mrs. Slocum had an
absolute mania for the word coo, and it's a
wonder she didn't have that printed all over
her too.
I'd have been down for the count of a hundred and one if mother hadn't gotten the
lashes out of her eyes and come to the door of
the bedroom and seen what was going on between Mrs. Slocum and me. Mother had been
out of the apartment each time Mrs. Slocum
had called round before so this must have been
quite a surprise for mother to find us together
as if we'd known each other for weeks. Actually, we had known each other for years. Mrs.
Slocum always liked to say that she had nursed
me when I was a baby, but I never could remember that far back, and had to take her
word, which wasn't any too good. It was she
who had given me my nickname, Mack, which
she said was an abbreviation of maqereau. I
couldn't see Mrs. Slocum's reasoning, though
all the men who came to visit us thought it
funnier than a rubber crutch.
"What are you doing to my baby?" mother
asked Mrs. Slocum. "Are you trying to ruin
our business?" I'd often heard mother talk

COOTCHY-COO
about her business before, but I had never had
the opportunity to see her at work. She always locked me in the sitting room when she
was busy. I knew every inch of the sitting
room as if it was my own body. Mrs. Slocum
bounced from the bed, her legs flying over my
head and knocked me very nearly clear across
the room into the closet. But the closet door
was closed so I ended up sitting on the floor
again, but without any pillows or cushions, just
the inch-thick rug. Mrs. Slocum was in a terrible mood, her slicked-down curls coming undone and giving her a bad pasting in the eyes.
She shrieked at mother and slapped her hands
against her hips in what should have been an
impressive movement but looked silly coming
from her. Mother wasn't moved by it, and
picked me up and threw me from the room as
an answer to Mrs. Slocum.
The door slammed on me, and once again
I was in the sitting room I knew so well. In
the bedroom an awful row was going on and
every now and then a phrase, a word, a sentence or two would come through to me above
the din of the furniture which mother and Mrs.
Slocum were heaving about. There had been
rows before, but never one as grand as this one
between mother and one of her women friends.
Once when I was celebrating my twenty-first
birthday, a dashing mao of about forty had remarked to mother about my height, since he
mistook me for a lad of five, despite my moustache, which I had grown especially for the
occasion. Mother had been thrilled by the
moustache at first, but she ordered me to shave
it off because it was "hurting business." I never could understand mother's concern over me.
The gentleman had nearly died of laughter
when he heard what my true age was, and
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mother got so incensed she had another of her
men friends, whom I had picked up in a local
bar, and who was a sailor, thrash the living
daylights out of the gentleman. Ever since then
mother told me never to tell anyone my age,
and never to forget to shave. Her business
has done very well.
Mother kept repeating to Mrs. Slocum that
if I learned what their occupation was, I would
want to so monopolize the time of her lady
friends that I would never have any time to
bring in customers for them. Of course mother
said other things, and Mrs. Slocum answered
in kind, but that was the gist of her argument.
The discussion had gone on long enough, and
as loudly as I could I cooed. The bedroom
door splintered with a crash as Mrs. Slocum
hulled through to me and tucked me in her
arms with her embrace. I had successfully
ended the argument, but now it was up to
mother or the due process of time to get me
out of Mrs. Slocum's hammer-hold.
Mother came to my rescue, if only not to
hurt business. It was getting close to dinnertime, and after that I would have to make my
nightly rounds. Mrs. Slocum readjusted her
shoulder pads and swath of hair and said a
goodbye to my mother which sounded permanent, except I'd heard her say it in that tone
every time she'd ever left us, so I somewhat
doubted her sincerity. Mother said, "Nine
o'clock, Mrs. Slocum," with a whistle on the S,
and the door shut behind the retreating broad
back. I was afraid to do any more cooing that
afternoon, but mother took the precaution of
stuffing my mouth with a handkerchief anyway,
lest I exhale too heavily. And then she took
me by the hand and we went into the bedroom.
She wanted to teach me a lesson.

HIPS
Poh Hippopotamus!
He took back a bit
When he look back a bit
And see how big he be.
Why he caio't eben see
Wheah he hip o' bottom is!

K. Malcolm-Smith

Trinity's answer to Freud, Tom Lawrence once again graces these pages.
time contributor and a member of the board.

He is a long-

CRY THREE
BY Thomas Lawrence
LIST OF CHARACTERS
Christ, the Old Man
'Jesus, the Young Man
The Mad Young Man
The Young Man
Th e Poet
SCENE 1.
(The stage is dark. Silence, except for wind.
Then this too, fails in the long lingering stillness of infinite blackness. A shuffling to the
left, silence; then again, again silence. Timeless as they are, one second passes, then another and another. Tireless and empty of
meaning withou~ sight they pause to look, to
strike a match, and soon the stage is slightly
filled with the red glow of a small fire.
Huddled over it is an old man. He sits on a
log holding his head in his hands, a captive of
the flame. . Around him, as far as the flickering
shadows tell, is a field covered in the greyness
that the passing times have left, with grey
flowers. The old man, ·alone, weeps. The sky
then takes · up the cry, and down onto the
hunched-over form comes rain, down onto the
fire that sputters, coughs, and slowly dies out.
All is lost again. Suddenly a brilliant flash of
lightning, followed by a tremendous crack of
thunder. Then another, and we see in its momentary light that the old man has raised himself, and stands facing away from the audience.
Another flash, and we see in the distance a low
hill with three objects standing crooked at the
top. He sees it with his deep black eyes, heaves
out his arms, and crys, "Oh God!," and falls
senseless to the ground. Slowly, oh so slowly,
the rain ceases and a faint light begins to light
the stage. Morning begins its wasted way across
the sky. The old man still lies on the ground
among the blue grey flowers, but now with him
is a young boy, holding the old head in his lap,
stroking the white hair with long white fingers.
Behind them, where the hill was the night be-

fore, now stands a huge oak tree, its leaves red
in the now reddening light. The old man
raises a little, blinks his eyes, quickly looks over
behind him at the trees, sighs and settles back
staring with puzzled eyes at the young man.
The old man is Christ, the young boy is mad.)
CHRIST:
What is your name?
MAD BOY:
(Looking off into the distance.)
I am mad.
CHRIST:
That is no name, Mad?
MAD BOY:
· I know, yes, yet that is what they call me. I
have .heard them whispering and have run
away, away somewhere, somewhere, but I'm
not sure where, I don't know. I love to see
the flowers of the fields, and I am here that is
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why. But I have found you instead, an old
man unlike the flowers. Who are you? ·
CHRIST:
I have no name now. I <J,m not even allowed
that. They used to call me Jesus. That was
a long time ago. ·But then I ran away from
something, as you are running now. I wasn't
satisfied and so I left to play man for a split
second, one too many, and they condemned me
for it, drove me away, keeping my name for
themselves, and I began to walk around this
earth, searching for something to believe in.
It has led me here, to this field and to you, a
strange place and a mad boy.
(Christ, now the old man, sits up, stands
up, looks down at the young figure seated
on the ground, then begins to move away.
He is caught by the pant's leg by fingers,
that like a nail tear at a carelessly placed
piece of cloth, but the cloth stops, and does
not tear, and Christ looks down, the old
man looks down.)
What do you want with me ? Is it my presence, someone to be with, someone to talk to?
Or perhaps you want advice from an old man
who has lived his life well. No, poorly. I
have lived poorly. But no matter. I can give
you nothing.
MAD BOY:
I am not only running away, but at the same
time, towards, towards truth.
CHRIST:
Truth? What do you want with truth? What
would you do with it?
(He sits down agai1l next to the young
boy.)
I knew a man once, a dreamer, vague and unintelligible like dreamers are. He was not interested in reality and its truths; he never cared,
and why should he have ? If in his mind he
was the poet, what difference if he was not the
poet on paper? As the lover seeking woman,
or the wounded seeking pity; as the hero, the
villain, the gen'ius, the village idiot, what matters of truth? It is not so fine. It loses the flair,
the love of life, the unreal honesty that the
dreams create. The earth was better off because of that dreamer. He did not bother with
wars, with hate. He knew no such words,
crippled, blind, wid~w, orphan. His was the
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kingdom of not knowing, not .caring: He was
happy without., within, without the fears and
worries of expectant man, your man;·.the searchc
er of truth, the seeker of reality. And you,
you my young boy, you seem likt htm, and you
should be glad to be so. Do nQt question this
earth. Even if it had the answers, it would not
say to you, "This is the way to live, this is how
to understand myself and yourself." .
MAD BOY:
But did this man, this dreamer, did he die believing in his dreams?
CHRIST:
No~ he did not. He did not die believing in
those dreams. He died a broken man, reaching out for what he had never cared about,
someone near him. l remember him, lying
there, crying to himself, crying like lost child
in a wilderness where he couldn't see_, his
hands waving 'in the air, grasp'ing at' it, pulling
it vainly down, up again for more, finally, finally dying without anything, purpose and peace
all gone. To him then the cities fell, and he
in one last momentous try, rose up on his elbows, then his hands and knees, his knees,
looked around, and I think he tried to say
"God", but instead the lips formed, and the
voice cracked, and all that came out was the
word "shit." This dull earth, this dull .world,
did not hear.

a

MAD BOY: I feel sorry for him. An exile from all this,
emancipation of the self exile along the troubled
water, the struggling spirit, old and worn out,
falling oblong, headlong, pellmell, the Flying Dutchman. I talk, talk you know, to God,
that mister smugness in his three-ring tent, and
I ask him, "How about this thing called freedom? Do you know what it means to us?
Better yet, do you care?"
(Pause.)
Old man, I think you were right to get away
when you did. I've run away you know. Not
so far, but I've run. Last night, eeeooow oh,
the black night, the rolling drums, the cymbals,
lightning, blue the rain, ·soaked blue. Christ!
Christ! Do you know what you have done?
Let the horns cry, linger here awhile sir. Do
not return. There is no freedom but in the
mind's own exile. There are no crowds, no
homes, or pavement, there is only solitude.
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Thank God, he has left us that at least. We
have the deep need, loneliness is the wanderer,
it is the exile.
(Pause again and then sadly)
And yet it means nothing, or does it?
not me, perhaps me, oh Hell not me.

To you,

(Pause)
As a child, what did you believe in?
MAD BOY:
It always rained when I was small. Always a
cool spring rain, falling past the open windows
that sprang out into the air, like outflying skirts
in a sealess breeze. I used to stand beneath the
wall surrounding the mad house, and listen to
the sounds that came from inside. And during
those long hours my body would tremble, and
my thoughts twist themselves inside and out
from the effects of those hidden forms crying
out in their darkness, or sometimes from the
complete silence that came after in their insides. I'd go home then, and sit at the tables
with my parents, looking with blind eyes at the
food before me, thinking with garlic smells,
about them, the insane. Now they say that I
am mad, and must go away, that I have wasted
my life, that I am not one of them, and this,
this is true.

How far away true is from truth.

Are you happy now?
Yes.

CHRIST:
Why not you? You asked for truth. That is
it. Both you and I crave freedom from others
and all around us. We want to be left alone,
and we never are. Always within us comes
fear. We run away, I from a hill, you from
your fellow man, but never can we escape ourselves where echoes all those sounds we try
vainly to shut out. We dream and dream, but
in these subconscious wanderings, a voice speaks
up, raising its pitch, drowning out the quietness, saying to us that at the end, when all stops,
our dreaming will stop, and we will be left
empty, without anything or anyone to believe in,
and that our deaths will be pitiful as we try to
hold on to the old broken, collapsed dreams.
And we, poor dreamers that we are, are afraid
that this voice is right. What have we then?
No hope or faith, no, not even in our dreams.

CHRIST:
(Speaking away into the distance)

(To the mad boy)
MAD BOY:
No, I mean no.
(Silence. He thinks to himself, and he
thinks mot'e to himself, rises slowly, then,
looks at the oak tree and speaks softly to it
as if in a trance, unconscious of the question, or Christ's existence.)
The grey old tree with the black green leaves,
sits on the top of the dirty brown hill, stretched
o~t crosslegged half hidden from the sky,
w1thout any thought of the rotten filth, and it
sings a long last chorus to the days a,nd nights
that tempted all those men with their dirty
minds down at the corner tavern, all of them
thinking out loud to themselves of Christmas
that comes three times a year when the sweetheart gives in. When the wind is seething
through the home that stood up, to the blast of
ti~e with all who knew it feeling sorry for the
bncks that clasped the breath into arms torn
with hunger, aching for just some place to go,
somewhere to rest, knowing only too well that
the time would never come, knowing that the
use of all the tumult and the shouting, lay in
that final twitch of man, in life. Well, old
tree, you may ask yourself what difference it
all makes, and all you get is no for an answer.
That's the way it goes, all the time, twice on
Sundays. Yet in the sleep, ail means nothing,
and man knows less than when he started.
Man is a strange creature.
(Christ, who has also been looking at the
tt'ee, now looks up at the boy. It is a stare,
searching and confused. The boy senses it,
looks down, smiles, and sits down again.)
CHRIST:
Why do you smile like that as if you somehow
felt sorry for me? I should feel sorry for you.
I am not mad, but I wonder . .. , you seem to
remind me of someone I've met before. Someone like myself, but unlike myself, far away
and what .1 cou~d never be. What is it? Why
do you shll smde, senseless with no meaning?
MAD BOY:
Y ~u do no~ know those hated years I spent in
domg nothmg. They fill my heart now with a
longing to break away, call it quits, hop aboard
the first train heading South, and show them
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that the mad boy is still alive and kicking.
Down at the docks the ore boats would unload
from their rust caked belli~s the red brown
earth from up the lake, and behind in the park
the sounds of the town would come drifting
along the waters edge, the sounds of the band
concert and the children. And I remember
once seeing an old man sitting in a field of grey
flowers alone crying to himself.

(Christ, fascinated, moves closer.)
And I walked up to him, looking into the waterfilled eyes of this crying man, seeing in them
you, Christ, walking away from Calvary, walking with your head bent, trying to hide something that shone in your eyes, but all along
I knew that you were not he, for he was dying,
and you would not. I said to him that I
wished he wouldn't cry, for it made me sad to
think of him that way, and he only sat there
looking very tired, seeming not to care at all
about things, about life. Running through this
field was a stream and by it stood one lone
weeping willow tree, alone like the old man,
and beneath this tree was a young girl, and boy.
She was lying on the ground and he was half
over her, and when I saw this I turned around
to look the other way, and there was the old
man with his toothless mouth wide open in a
grotesque grin that wrinkled the skin all over
his ancient face, hiding the black eyes that were
once sad and pained. I ran home then, not
daring to look back, afraid of that man and
those two by the stream, running lickity-split
down the warm tar smelling streets, wishing
that my shoes were off so that I could feel the
black pavement ooze up between my toes. As
I ran, thinking all those things, I asked myself,
"Where are you running to? You don't live in
this town," and all of a sudden, I stopped running and sat down on the curb of that street,
and sitting there as I did, I began to wonder if
perhaps I shouldn't better decide right then and
there what I should do. "Afterall," I said to
myself, "you're only a small boy," not knowing then that I would think the same things
now, but as I was saying, "You're only a small
boy and should have some place to head for,"
but I waited and waited, and nothing happened
to give me a clue to where, so as all small boys
would have, it, I did nothing. Well here I am,
no longer the small boy but still doing nothing,
the nothing that he began, happy that at sometime or other, I did do something. Perhaps it
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is because of this, they now call me Mad . . .
because I believe I saw that old man, see and
feel those things, live in the dreams of that
little boy. Time has not changed those dreams,
but only what and where I am.

(He laughs.)
CHRIST:
And all that you have is yourself? Believing
in nothing but yourself as -yourself? Belief in
the self, the man?
MAD BOY:
Yes.
CHRIST:
I've heard this before. Man as man. The
beauty of a life lived with the dignity and spirit
of the individual man. This also soon falls
rotten. I know. You have talked a great deal,
about nothing. As you've said, man knows
less than when he began. His dreams fail him,
he fails himself, and the truth he seeks is useless. I am tired of them all. I left those
people, perched goggle-eyed on that hill, thinking that I could find life somewhere out there,
away from that blind faith that I was born into.
I'm afraid it was useless.
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(A large black cloud appears behind the
tree.)

Tomorrow, if it ever comes, I will begin the
walk back. It has always been tomorrow, but
today . . . yes, I will go home. I have had
. enough. You are no different from all the rest,
the sane, you only begin where they all end,
only to die wishing for the beginning.
(The cloud moves over the sun and the
stage darkens.)

Look, my lost mad young boy, rain is coming
to dampen our thoughts. The oak tree .. ., we
will sit beneath the oak limbs, and then we will
go our different ways.
(They rise and begin to move towards the
tree. There is a flash of lightning. All
lights completely go out. Both cry out ...
"Lights, lights, despair, oh God, where are
you taking us?". No sound, nothing.

SCENE 2.
(Lights. Christ is younger, the boy older.
Both are huddled together beneath the
tree. The ground is wet, and off from the
distance comes the sound of church bells.
It is Sunday of a time puzzled by its ownself. Everytime. The boy, now a young
man, talks to himself. Christ, now looking
like the young Jesus, is deep in thought.)
YOUNG MAN:
(Reciting without any audible sense, a
timeless poem void of any expression. It
is said almost completely on the same note,
persistent, and seemingly without end.)
The long sad songs, of you (and I) ,
Of the willow moon, weeping
Upon the sunbeam,
Feather duster of the dust covered nun.
The long sad songs, of you (and I),
Of the willow moon, weeping
Crying out, its meaning lost, our meaning lost,
The dry dust of the dry nun, suffocates.
But the moon, and yew trees,
Its peoples, and their soft eyes,
Is not alone in sorrow.
Gone mad, gone mad, gone mad, despair.
Wanting only to be left alone,
The logic gone.
Asking simple, what matters?

Asking confused, this is what I know.
Beneath the diseased mind,
Beats the sad faced heart.
Hurrying awkwardly towards,
The sad faced girl.
And when possibility is nothing but the everyday,
When the weariness ceases,
Then will I ask confused,
What matters ?
(Christ comes downstage. A man suddenly steps out from behind the tree. H e
is pale, with light brown hair, and with
two hands with short stubby fing ers that
continually move together and then apart.
He looks at the young man, Jesus does not
yet know he is there. This man is the Poet
of the play.)

THE POET:
That was beautiful, I have never heard anything as pretty.
YOUNG MAN:
(Looking up, surprised, and pleased.)
Do you really think so ?
THE POET:
I never say what I don't mean.
(He sits down and puts his arm around
the young man's shoulders. H e seems
nervous, but perhaps it is only because of
his restless fingers .)

YOUNG MAN:
Where have you come from? No, no that
does not matter, where are you going?
THE POET:
I am going towards beauty. I am a poet.
YOUNG MAN :
But beauty does not exist on this land. It does
not exist at this time.
THE POET:
It exists in the mind, my mind.
THE YOUNG MAN:
I would like that kind of beauty, but I'm unable to throw out the ugliness and the dirt that
I see. When I listen closely, I can hear the
dirt. When I look about me I can see it. I
can feel it, hate it, it's all around me. With
water it is mud. With sun it is dust. With
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man it is a way of life, basic and inside. When
you hear the people talk, you hear their dirt.
When you feel God's touch _you feel his dirt.
It gets in your nose or mind, depending on how
you hang your head. In theory you can wash
it off, try it. With crop rotation you can lessen it, perhaps. By dying you help it, yes. It
is a dirt life, a dirt death, and it is ugly. Beauty is false, created from nothing, poor in its
synthetic state, not a good adversary for my
friend life, with its realities, the deaf and the
slowly dying.
THE POET:
Are you sure you are not afraid of beauty?
Anyone can see the ugliness while not everyone
can see beauty. It is pure, something beyond
the average person. There is beauty in your
real struggle of life with its resultant ending.
The small will someday die, or suffer, yes, but
as the small child, with its pretty thoughts, absent of all real sadness, it is lovely. Everything living must die, of course, but death need
not be ugly. look around us here, the flowers
and the birds, the land with its aroma, fresh
and clean, there is beauty here.
(He draws the young man closer to him,
putting his free hand on the young man's
knee. He does not seem to notice. Jesus
now has become aware of the two, and listens.)

THE YOUNG MAN:
Here? The laughing ones find nothing here,
but tears. The songs of the birds are lost, and
never found. Where is this here, Poet, where
are we? We the children, crippled, twisted,
and sick at heart. Are we in Hell? On some
forgotted earth, all rotten and dead? Should
we blame Mom, Dad, Eve or Cain? Need we
turn to your inward beauty, as we puke out our
bowels, back bent, and feet sore? I have seen
it, and find it hard to take. In the night I have
found life. I have found breath, grand and
glorious. It has come from the cypress tree,
from the banks of the stream. It has come
long and far, a long time it has come. It stands
high in the dirt and grime. It reaches out and
I stretch out my hands towards it. I clasp its
hands, only to find that I have joined hands
with myself. It is together we breathe as one
and come alive in the dirt. We believe in ourselves, no matter what anyone says. I know
now that it is the only way.

THREE
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(Jesus shakes his head slowly. No one
pays any attention to him. He has not
yet looked at the two who sit to the one
side and in back of him.)

THE POET:
What poor creatures, ourselves.
beauty, some love.

Some

kno~

(He takes from his coat pocket a brown
crumpled piece of paper. Smoothing it
out, he looks into the eyes of the young
man. Then he reads from the scrap of
paper.)

Off in the wilderness,
Sat my soul, alone.
And high above, in a worn out tree.
Sat a nightingale waiting for the strange cry,
of the moon calf,
Waiting to begin its own song of the solitude.
And I was waiting too,
Waiting for love to come and stir the still
leaves of my heart, but
it did not.
And I sat confused,
Afraid to go back,
Afraid to leave the forest and its nightingale,
For I was growing old without the old thoughts,
Old without having been the child,
Then night came from its sounds,
Night that I loved so much,
Hiding the deformed creatures of the days.
I searched with blind eyes, for the wanderer,
the bard of love.
Then the nightingale flew away,
And a leaf fell from the towering sky,
Moved by a breathless wind.
The wind had come.
I stood up, reaching far into the night, and
Around me moved the earth.
In the moonlight I left the forest, and
Walked away across the barren lands,
Through the gates, and into the city.
(He finishes, puts the paper back into his
pocket, and his hand falls back onto the
young man's knee.)

I wrote that once when I was in love. But it
didn't last, and all that remains now is this, the
writing.
THE YOUNG MAN:
The false heart. The false heart that we mock
with the still brain. At our leisure the fatal
perception comes unannounced. Someday
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though the lying hearts will be no more; the
lying hearts will beat no more. The land will
rise above all. The land will live , and mock.
The land without inhabitants, will inhabit itself,
alone. It is too bad that we are all so small,
believing sincerely that we are so grand. Our
minds are busy at creating nothings. To life
we contrast only death. Along we move, as a
group, each one of us, thinking that we are
alone. And in the travelling, many sights are
seen, some to be remembered, most forgotten.
And in the travelling, we will someday die,
never knowing if we were heading right. Poet,
to live in beauty and love, is to live in a fool's
paradise. That I have learned.
(He points. towards Jesus.)
THE POET:
Who is that man? I have seen him before?

THE YOUNG MAN:
He is a stranger, like ourselves, to life.
THE POET:
I know life. It is beauty. I have said that before. There is no question in my mind as to
what I believe in.
THE YOUNG MAN:
Yes, I know. It is odd how the three of us are
together. He, the old man without faith, now
returning to his God. I the dreamer, the seeker
of truth, now the believer in myself, and you,
none of these, a worshiper of beauty. Which
one of us is right, if indeed any of us are?
THE POET:
We all are right. Reality, right, neither exist
as the same things for all men. Each of us
must find our own ways. Your way, your life,
is not mine, or his. Life exists for everyone
with different meaning.
THE YOUNG MAN:
Your way is the one of the coward's. You are
afraid to believe in yourself, you are not strong
enough. You hide in beauty.
THE POET:
Are you finer than a flower, a symphony? No.
Should I believe in man, myself, when I know
what a vile creature he is, when I know that
the things around him are more perfect that he
could ever hope to be?
THE YOUNG MAN:
It is a coward's way to hide from what is here,
before your eyes.

REVIEW

THE POET:
Coward's way?
(His hand moves farther up the young
man's leg. He looks away and speaks
softly.)

That is should exist for me to die a coward,
To die a coward, and
a fool.
Ignorant of all the past,
present, and
future :
That is should exist that I did live,
Only to cry out into the still nights,
into the deaf ears,
Then might the sun not exist,
The moon cease to be.
(He looks at the young man, his vorce
rises,)
If the earth has died in vain,
Creating the deformed, and
the idiot,
Creating and destroying the child, and
the children,
Then would I be a coward, and
a fool to run away, and
forget!
To leave this bleak land, with
its bleak God,
To find solitude in my bleak mind.
But if the voices have been wrong,
If those sights were not real,
then what?
Then the meek will inherit the earth.
Then the meek will be made strong.
Then the end will only be the beginning, and
I am the coward,
I am the fool,
Will not be, but
will only be in coming.
The meek and I will come forward.
The supermen, and superman.
The time, if all has been wrong, is
only coming.
(He ends, notices his hand, and seems
frightened at ·the unconscious movement.
The young man has become aware of this
and nervously looks at the Poet, though
not yet with any trace of fear.)
THE YOUNG MAN:
Only in coming. What a strange idea. Superman? The earth and its beauties. Only in
coming?

CRY THREE

THE POET:
I am not sure of what I was saying.
THE YOUNG MAN:
I am not sure of what I am thinking.
few minutes ago.
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(Jesus does not move, and the lights again
go out.)
I was a

THE POET:
(Growing restless, somewhat excited, )
You suddenly look younger.
(His fingers move faster and faster. Jesus
turns around, sees the two, and is frightened. The young man tries to get up.
The Poet holds him tighter, his hand begins to move up the young man's leg. The
young man grabs it, and twists it, and there
is a sharp crack. The Poet cries out and
loosens his hold, the fingers on the bent
hand have stopped moving. The young
man jumps up and runs across the stage
field off into the stage distance. Jesus
presses his hands over his eyes, he is kneeling on the ground. The Poet lies in the
same place, his hand broken, crying desperately out.)
No, don't. Don't go. Do not run away, I
was wrong. What should I mean or do?
I seek love, that is all, understanding. I will
cease to be a man. Come, come, do not go.
You are angry, it will change.
(There is no answer. He lies there, all
movement gone, it is the man, not the
hand that is broken.)
Alone, alone, I sit alone. Perhaps, perhaps he
saw, perhaps he saw that I had already ceased,
ceased to be a man. Beauty, oh Christ, there
is no such thing.

SCENE 3.

(A forest. The young man again is the
mad boy. He stands, leaning against a
white birch tree. He speaks softly to himself.)
THE MAD BOY:
And so the grey flowers shed their wilted petals,
and as the stems stand alone, weary of life,
stripped of their beauty, the old peoples of
the earth rise up from their crib beds, singing
aloud in their cracked voiced the songs of death
tomorrow, tomorrow which has come years
before, longing only for the past. This is the
time of darkness, and I listen to the voices in
the ground, saying that now it is my turn, speaking reason, and I know no reason.
(A slight wind. A voice, his voice, coming as if from the tree.)
THE VOICE:
Poor sad young man,
Weary, lonesome, afraid young man,
Where have you been to,
What have you seen ?
THE MAD BOY:
I have seen the dried flowers of the waste lands.
I have heard the crying of the crippled nightingale. Have slept underneath the petrified
tree, have spoken to the dead mermaids of the
sea, have dived in the darkness of a sun that
never rose, and in the terrible silence of dreams
I have found only confusion, have found that
beauty is a trick, truth a fever that makes idiots
of st<ong men. By something strange, I have

THE
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been created of the pathetic, practically loved,
a living being absent of life, knowing only
what I feel, feeling what I crave to know, wanting to die alone.

less creatures that know nothing, that need
nothing but, but pleasure. Is that what you
mean? Is that all we are meant for, pleasure?
Oh Christ, take as you have given, easily.

(Again, the drift of a slow falling rain.)
The rains come, long and heavy they come.
The streams grow large with the dropping rain.
The lakes and rivers grow big with the flowing
streams. And in this forest, here in this growing beast, I grow small. It is past my bedtime.
(Darkness.)

(His hands, the good and the broken, are
clasped tightly together, white, and shaking from the pressure. He stares at them,
horrified, and the blood drains from his
face which now looks and quivers like his
hands. He is not conscious of anything
about him.)

SCENE 4.
(The sun has nearly set, and dusk presents
a coming blackness to the field. From the
·. oak tree hangs the twisted body of the mad
boy. Beneath him, lying on the ground,
is the Poet. Standing off to one side is
Jesus, he looks about himself, confused
with and afraid of the grotesque scene.)
. CHRIST: .
(To himself.)
So this is where it all leads them. This mad
searching for life that man ·in his own frustration must try. The only thing that makes life
bearable is knowing that someday it will end.
I'm sorry, Lazarus, eternity is a sad, poor plight
for anyone. Let the nightingale sing, his song
is not eternity. Let the demented souls paint,
compose, write, theirs is not eternity. Eternity lies in the wailings of the children, the
children that will worship it after years of
training, the children that will die believing in
it, the children that are always children and
nothing else.
(The Poet looks up, up to the body broken
at the neck, reaches up, throws out his
hands toward the black form. It is almost
as if he expects the corpse to forgive him.
It does not, and he sinks back down.)
THE POET:
Christ, oh Christ, wherever you are, where do I
go to next, what is left? I speak beauty when
I am ugly, when I destroy the beauty I touch.
There is nothing left. Our dreams have been
destroyed, truth and beauty are only passing,
changing forms, and God, God is a song, sung
silently by the garbed prophets that are deft
and blind, and oblivious to their own destruction. Yqu have given us life easily, take it
easily. Take these hands of mine, these soul-

CHRIST:
(To no one)
I don't know, I don't know. Do not ask me,
I haven't the answer. (He smiles.) The ananswer. Answer? Answer to what? Lord I
left you once and once was ready to return, but
no more.
(He walks over to the tru, by the Poet,
and looks up at the mad boy.)
Let them :;it in their .churches, playing holy,
playing God lovers, saying their crap as loud
as their putrid lungs can manage. The answer,
yes, perhaps I cl.o J<:now what it is. The answer
is to stand up in the non-existent dreams, the
non-existent beautie~ and truths, and tell them
all to go to Hell. I'm not Christ, nor was
ever meant to be. I am man. Uf).fo)lnd now,
b~t real, and soon, perhaps very soon, Jesus
will have been forgotten, and they'll only
know me. They'll knock me down, but I'll
get up, and someday, some quiet, restful day,
I'll take over, and freedom will come. Freedom from the vile peoples with their vile
notions of how you should live. Go to church,
eat this, don't go there, crap, it's all bull shit.
Freedom, freedom.
(He repeats this over and over to himself,
seemingly satisfied with the way it sounds.
The Poet is still in the same spot, but
now, as he looks at his tightly clasped
hands, he smiles. Still smiling, he rises
and staring over his shoulder at the hanging body, he leaves the stage.)
Freedom. Freedom. We have all been looking for freedom, and we never knew it, hiding
it behind other thoughts, never realizing that
it was all we wanted. Most will never know
it, most don't even want it, but the few of us
that do, somday we'll find it, and then, then

CRY THREE
these swinging bodies, the nailed bodies, will
mean something to the earth, mean more than
a careless thought of sympathy, or a careless
prayer, they will mean that man has been willing, and will be willing to die believing in
something away from and beyond the simple
term life. There is hope still left. Hope for
man and hope for his twisted thoughts. It has
not been in vain, this here, and now I know
where the path lies, towards freedom, towards
the hope that a man will' be born someday.
Yes, a man, the hope of man.

(He moves slowly off, not looking back as
he does so. The stage begins to darken,
somewhere a bird sings. Then a scream.
A mad, wild scream that crashes out and
around the stage. From the right stumbles
the Poet. His eyes are wild like the eyes
of the mad boy once were. He stands
there swaying from side to side, moaning
at the moon that is now rising behind the
dark tree, and the tree's heavy leaves. He
stretches his arms up towards the moon,
towards the sky. He reaches up for hope,
for life. The moon turns blood red, the
tree sways back and forth in a noiseless
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breeze, and the Poet stands there, mad,
stretching out handless, ihe two stumps
of his arms, grabbing with their hanging
pieces of flesh, only air.)
THE END.

Appeal
By Remington Rose
Awake, proud ape, awake, awake'!
And swing and laugh and see!
Feel of the world arid make
Whipped foam of snowflakes strewn upon the
sea.
Dive and shout and deeply breathe
The living stench of lovely-ugly life.
Use daisy-chains for Christmas wreathes.
Take joyousness to wife.
Let your eager fingers play
Among the thickening clouds.
Cry, and forget sweet yesterday.
Rip wedding veils to shrouds.
Though your rusty soul may break,
For dear God's sake, awake, awake!
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Our social arbiter has travelled south and brought back a report on a modern primitive
FLORIDA, 1956 maintains the same urbanity that Adeimantus first set in his essays
on girls' colleges and little places.

society~

Florida

1956
by Adeimantus

I

Florida, as explained and dissected by brochures from the Fort Lauderdale Chamber of
Commerce, and in Look by the redoubtable
Philip Wylie, is, indeed, a paradise in the
United States. Palm trees and pretty girls,
luscious food and drink, and a splendid climate. All manner of game abounds, and
sports-hunting, fishing, water-skiing, etc.are practiced by residents the year round. But
I am certain both the manager of the Chamber
of Commerce and Wylie are conspicuously silent after the past month of invasion by the

crowd known, generically, as the ''college kids."
Or, as one long-time resident of Fort Lauderdale more lucidly and succinctly expressed
it: "that pack of drunks."
It will be my purpose to explain as completely as possible why loveable, proper, respectable, and thoroughly moral young men
and women become prancing goats and sybarites when they pass over into Florida.
II

In the first place one must define terms as
regards Florida. Now, Florida is not the west
coast (Naples, etc.), or conservative Palm
Beach or Hobe Sound, any more than Mundelein College for Women in northern Illinois is
Vassar. Florida is Fort Lauderdale (mainly) ,

FLORIDA,
Hollywood, Pompano Beach, parts· of Miami
and Miami Beach, and certain selected parts
of DelRay Beach. It is also parts of Bermuda,
and next year will probably include some of
Nassau. (Florida is also Cuba-if anything,
Cuba is an idealized Florida-But I think that
enough has been said about Cuba.) And entering into our own "Florida," it is easily
enough seen why that aged resident at Fort
Lauderdale (as quoted in the Fort Lauderdale
Daily N ews) referred to our beloved "college
crowd" as a "pack of drunks."
For there is an unmistakable aura of degeneracy about Florida; a degeneracy that is decadence, and a decadence that prompts the young
lady from Mundelein College to remark: "Jeez,
lookit all the fellas," the young lady from
Vassar to inquire: "Where do they all come
from? "
Well, where do they all come from? The
trend at Fort Lauderdale was started in earnest
some twenty years ago by Northwestern University students, I am told. It has continued
through the years as the particular haven for
mainly middle-western college students. And
of the male population of the visitors, from
pure observation, at least 90 percent must be
football players. Not wishing to become involved in a Holiday-like controversy, re: the
Ivy League versus everybody else, following is
practically a verbatim conversation overheard
on the beach.
"Hiyah, wheh ya from? " This, from a Chi
Lambda Omega at Minnesota. He holds a bee1
can.
" 'Chi.' " (This means Chicago.)
''You go to N ort' western ?''
"No" (this a little sadly) , "Mundelein ..
small school . .. "
"Yeah, shure, ya' know Mimi Eggtop ?"
"Shure, Mimi n' l're old friends."
"She usta go wit' Earl McHenry. Heeza
Omicron Iota Gamma at Ill'noy."
"Yeah, wotta slob."
"Hahahahahahahahaha. Yeah."
"Hahahahahahahaha. Ha."
"You wanna go onna party t' night?"
"Wheare 'bouts. "
"Onna beach, wheare else?"
"Shure."
"Pickya upat seben. "
"OK. Sa' long. See yah latah."
Of course, this date will never be realized
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for two reasons: one, because by 7: 30 the little
girl from Mundelein will have thrown up four
times from bad gin and will be back in her
motel room (which she shares with six other
girls) ; and two, because the strapping young
man from Minnesota has met a Nu Delta Psi
from Ohio State and they are exchanging frat
and sorority secrets under a blanket at Pompano.
The big feature at Fort Lauderdale (the hub
of our "Florida") is a very very small tap room
called the "Elbo Room," which is sort of a
nouveau Thanksgivingtime Biltmore Bar without the palms, rugs, high ceilings, chamber
music, tables, surly waiters (in fact, no waiters
at all). In short, it bears absolutely no relation to the Biltmore bar, except that it is
crowded.
And there are probably more policemen per
acre in Fort Lauderdale than any town in the
United States. And they are pledged to keep
order, which they don't.
Sociologically, our "Florida" reminds me of
a latterday "Coming of Age in Samoa."

III
It is a form of perverse pride that allows
young men and women to exist on "garbage"
from summer drinks for days at a time, but no
true collegian will admit that it is not the combination of hot pants and hot sun that keeps
him in the South.
Certain members of Trinity have invaded
Pompano Beach for a time, in a certain cluster
of cabins located near the sea. These students,
invariably Trinity's best, have scored notable
success with the local girls by merely flexing
what muscles they had and grunting. Trinity
students apparently have an aversion to the
sun, for they are practically never seen on the
beach except at night, and when they return to
classes, they are very pale, and their hands
shake. This not to imply, however, that they
are unhealthy when they return, for some students have been known to water-ski occasionally. Very occasionally they will swim.
IV
I think by way of contrast a note or two
should be given to the "other Florida" which
some students snobbishly insist is the only va-
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cation resort. It is not uncommon to find
some of these people on the west coast of
Florida and the aforementioned resort areas.
They go there for a rest. And, even more uncommon, they get a rest. They return to Hartford with deep tans, and a scoffing disdain, for
the shadowy figures who shake up and down
the campus, puffy-eyed; and weary. They
speak fleetingly of "cocktail parties" (unknown
to our Florida) and meeting so-and-so who,
"you know, goes to Smith." They comment on
the polo matches and the "very excellent bonefishing near Biminy." They brag of four sets
or more of tennis a day, and of various clubs,
which are "very quiet-so unlike the hubbub
of fol-de-rol of Lauderdale." When a beach
party is suggested it is taken up with enthusiasm, because it is unique, and considered in
the same light as slumming at Connecticut College for a night. When two A.M. approaches,

they judiciously roll up the blankets and leave
for ''the club" explaining that "I have a tennis
date tomorrow with Hermione and the parents.
Must keep in shape."
It is significant, however, to note that these
people are the ones who participate in no sports
at college; in fact, are quite outspoken as to
their uselessness. It would almost seem that
their vacation times are reversed.

v
And, of course, there are those who pursue
the same activities away and at home. They
are, of course, the most valued members of the
community, and probably the ones whom the
police refer to when they speak of some college students "who cause no trouble at all.".
This is because they are seldom seen, let alone
heard.

By now, the readers of Trinity's campus publications are well acquainted with the writings of Remington Rose. Here, board-member Rose turns from veiled prose to shrouded verse.

To Scobie
By Remington Rose
Often, dear God, I weep alone
and watch the clear, sharp crystalsfrozen fear of unfulfillmentstrike the page.
So many people might be mine, intuitively understood.
I laugh with them;
I think with thelJl;
Joyously, quietly, I celebrate
the possibilities of Knowing.
Yet conscious always that the sparkling waters
will recede. . .

and only hopeful reason will remain.
To touch Thee in their souls
the Artist lives and reaches out.
They are So Fine-not goodbut Fine and Rich . ..
. .. and inaccessible.
So many wounds of mystery
cause yearning sensitivity to bleed,
and desperately disown,
frozen fear of unfulfillment.

Miss Walsh, of Wallingford, is a guest contributor.

Thoughts
at
Spring
By M. F. Walsh

~

When the mind is clear-how preoous few
times,
When the soul is God spent, all embracing,
Wheq the flesh takes last place,
and its needs are small ones,
A moment's breath
Holds hours of living.
And the spire of me reaches
Reaches
~'till I'm done.

..
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ANNIHILATION
Little gray bug, on red brick wall
Wondering where your home could have gone
'twas here when you left it
Awhile ago dawn.
The ivy's been cut
And lies on the ground
Your little ones too
Are nowhere to be found .

Filled them with a lazy need
evolving to pastoral identity.
BY THE WAY
You held my hand, and silence fell.
A pebble knelt in prayer.
And crickets would their neighbors tell . . .
Because you kissed me there.
AT SUNSET

Little bug orphans
Asleep on a branch
That was felled come the dawn
The brick wall to enhance.
Mother bug hungry
Alone on cold wall
From heart break she dies
Curled up in a ball.
Spring loved their bodies
Filled them first with a whimsical yearning,
Odd desires and little fires.
Then,
in a flirting,
skirting the issue at hand,

I walked here before by the river
And the same common structure grace
Of the opposite bank
Stood stalwart.
Seared and molten golden windowpanes
Burned
in well spaced order the building sides.
Grass groaned beneath the weight of every
breeze
And trees,
the weeping willows, filled the river.
Three drakes flew, precisely straight's the arrow
across the narrow strip of pink
and slender gray.
Away and deeply flying through.

UNION BOOKSTORE and BROWSE SHOP
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For reasons best known to the author, this catena of neuroses goes unsigned, perhaps on
the theory that a work of art needs a life of its own.

Children Unto Abraham
Anonymous
As usual the three huddled silently over their
breakfast, not saying much, absorbed in the
slow process of realizing another day. A common angularity marked the woman as mother
of the boy who sat across from her at the kitchen table. The man stood tall and silent beside
the sink, where he always took the cup of coffee that was his only weekday breakfast; this
physical separation emphasized some intangible
tribal difference that set him apart from the
others. He was, in fact, the boy's stepfather.
Jon was fourteen, and he was enjoying a
feeling that he could sometimes summon then.
In the dreamlike awareness of having just
awakened he thought he was alone and disconnected from the two people so near to him.
It was his way of drawing the soft self inside
him from the bruising contact with outer things
that is without beginning or end for an adolescent.

Through heavy eyelids he gazed· across at his
mother. Sitting bolt upright, she raised and
lowered her spoon in slow, precise movement.
Her calmness was a perpetual reproach to his
own nervous clumsiness. He was too young,
too wrapped in himself to notice then the
places where her composure cracked and something neurotic leaked through: the tight lines
around full lips that should have been (and
sometimes were) maternal; the unrest crackling behind hazel eyes that should have been
always placid; the worried tension at the temples; the gray streaks that appeared too soon
in the smartly coifed hair of a woman in her
thirties.
Inevitably his eyes shifted to the sink. There,
if he could have seen it, was the true calm.
Grant rested one arm on the drying board and
never wrinkled his blue business suit. The
back of his head seemed to Jon like a continua-
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tion of the strong neck; two tufts, resembling
horns, jutted briskly from the thinning hair.
The head had character; it was a head that had
guided the broad-shouldered body as quarterback on a varsity football team; it was· a head
that could instantly multiply to four figures in
a Wall Street office.
These two rather ordinary people were to
the boy like a union of fire and water. They
were fire and water and he was a resentful
atom trapped between a meeting of the two
elements. Even now an almost visible tension,
a series of significant glances carefully avoided,
told Jon that there was an unresolved quarrel
lingering heavily from the previous night. But
in his sleepy state of detachment he could pretend that there was nothing here close enough
to reach out and touch him.
"Are you too tired to sit up?" The sharp
edge of his mother's voice sliced into his aloneness.
His thin back jerked and squirmed restlessly
in answer to her complaint, and he began urgently to spoon oatmeal into his mouth, alternating it with great gulps of milk. He was
suddenly obsessed with the immediacy of
school; already he could visualize the blue bus
reluctantly rattling up the hill; he thought he
heard its asthmatic wheeze at the corner, and
feverishly scraped back his chair, galvanized
by that pathological fear of tardiness which
becomes ingrafted into all those who must rush
to keep the routine of classroom or time table.
Grant started impatiently. "For God's sake,
Jon," he said, "pull out your chair when you
leave the table." The uncomprehending, unamused chuckle {Just to show I'm kiddingbut I'm not). "You've got a good fifteen minutes anyway."
That's you, thought Jon. Always angry about
the small things. An inward, vicious smile almost cracked the narrow line of his lips. Well,
I know the real reason why you're mad this
morning.
At that moment his mother flicked him with
a remark that never failed to irritate him. "I
hope you don't act like that when you're at
Greenwich."
"Well, I don't," he muttered, stung to saying something. With painful despair he realized that he was able to foretell her next
words.
"Then why do you do it here? . . . Why do
you?"

He started to answer, wanted, if possible,
to tell her the injustice of her question; but he
sensed the tall strength of the man by the sink,
felt the gray commuter's dust upon the thin
face, and could not speak.
"Answer me, please."
"I don't know." A sullen whisper.
"Well, I certainly hope you don't act like
that. You know, you're really just a guest
there."
'Tm not!" he cried. "He's my own father."
"Don't you speak to me in that tone of voice.
Now you listen to me ... "
It was only later that he could remember the
sick twist at the corner of her mouth when she
spoke, and the way her voice was sharp with
hurt and not with annoyance after all. Now
he had to stand before her, his skeletal head
drooping from his pipe-stem neck, and feel incredibly awkward and gawky. He had to be
engulfed by the sharp ache of her voice; and
he was resentfully conscious that her nagging
was caused by some inner motivation which he
did not understand, rather than by his own immediate actions.
As she continued to unload her aching, sharp
and somehow shameful burden, the boy's discomfort made him once again acutely aware of
Grant's presence. A glance in that direction
left Jon slightly startled. Grant was looking
at his wife, and in his eyes was a perplexity
closely akin to fright.
There was a final clink of cup in saucer, and
Grant said, in the tone which marks the commuter's faintly annoyed time worry, "Almost
ready to leave, hon ?"
She broke off her harangue abruptly. "Oh
my goodness," she said distractedly. " Be with
you in two shakes." Then, to Jon. "Don't
leave till I come back from the station."
He fidgeted nervously and looked at the
clock. "I haven't got much time," he hazarded
hopefully.
Her reply was inexorable, 'Til be right back,
and I expect you to be here." She hesitated,
seeming to wait for his promise.
"For Lord's sake, bon, you've had all morning to discuss this. " Grant was buttoning and
unbuttoning the top of his overcoat.
"Now don't start that," said she. "Let me
get a coat and I'll be with you in two shakes."
With a misleading air of dispatch she hastened
from the room; they heard the determined
dick-clack of her high heels rushing upstairs.

CHILDREN UNTO ABRAHAM
Clunk, clunk, clunk they went, crossing the
bedroom over their heads. Then silence. Jon
could see her stopping to peer anxiously into
the mirror on her dresser, to brush a few
strands of hair from her face, to do the myriad
little things that always trapped her into delaying.
He watched curiously as Grant glared at the
ceiling, his eyes brimming with sarcastic supplication, his hands clenched tightly behind his
back. "Jesus, Jenny." He laughed his humorless little laugh. "Don't ever get married, boy."
He drew in a deep chestful of breath and bellowed sonorously, "Jesus, Della, how long
does it take to get a coat?"
A muffled voice from above. "Be right
down!" (She's powdering her face, thought
Jon.)
Something in Grant's mouth and eyes tightened harshly. "The hell with it," he muttered.
"Tell her she can get the car at the station."
The back door slammed behind him, rattling
its glass panes in tremulous anger. He heard
his mother's footsteps on the stairs and, simultaneously, the car's gravelly roar as it left the
driveway.
She came into the kitchen and ran quickly
across to the door. She watched the car turn
at the corner, and the pale tightness in her
sharp face mirrored what he had seen in
Grant's.
It took all the courage he had to speak.
"Can I go now, Mom?"
For a long time he thought that she had not
heard him.
Finally, "No!" she said loudly. "I want to
talk to you."
"Mom," he said anxiously, "If I'm late
again-"
" If they ask why, you can tell them to call
home."
But she didn't understand. The questions,
the useless embarrassment. What kind of guy
blames something on his mother?
"Sit down, Jon."
He sat down at the kitchen table. His hands,
where he laid them on the fading oilcloth, felt
cold and wet.
When she spoke, her voice was no longer
sharp and nagging; it seemed rather to come
out of a desperate calm. Jon felt, with faint
shock, that she was no longer addressing him
as a child.
"Last night," she said, "I found out that
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Grant forged a check in my name." She
glanced quickly at him, and smiled her bright,
bitter smile.
He pushed his fingers nervously through his
thick hair. "What do you mean?" he mumbled, knowing her tendency to exaggerate.
"I didn't happen to be around when he
wanted some money I owed him, so he simply
made out a check in my name." She appeared
to have difficulty controlling her intonation; it
cracked and shot off at odd tangents. "Of
course, when I opened my bank statement last
night I found a check I'd never seen before."
Oh, that was all, thought Jon. Some small
amount she would have paid him anyway. But
he had an uncomfortable feeling that it was
wrong for her to be speaking to him like this.
"He-when I spoke to him, he didn't even
apologize . . . He said that it was his right as
my husband . . ." And she added almost irrelevantly, "You know how he hates to be in
the wrong."
Jon realized with bewilderment that she was
horribly frightened for some reason. He picked
unhappily at the peeling oilcloth. "Why did
he do it?" he said.
"Who knows?" said his mother. Again the
twisted smile. "You know how he is . . . I
hope you won't think I'm being disloyal, but I
think you should know what's going on." Then,
with a false matter-of-factness, "It may mean
that I'll leave Grant. "
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Jon had a sudden painful recollection of an
image connected with the end of their last big
quarrel. In the sterile happiness of spent
adrenalin they were sitting by the fire. Her
head was leaning against his outstretched legs;
her hand was gripped in his. And through
that clasp there seemed to flow a kind of completion; there was an unusual unity and beauty
surrounding the pair. But it would not be long
before he heard another one of their vituperative battles; he would lie upstairs in bed at
night, with his knees drawn up against his thin
chest, and listen with two parts of him: one
part that chuckled cynically and said, "I don't
care, let's go to sleep," and another that shivered silently, hating and fearing both voices by
turns. First he would grit his teeth in an agony
of hate as her soft sarcasm, inaudible to him
save as a relentless monotone, stung Grant to
bellow, like a bull plagued by a hornet. "Shut
up, shut up, SHUT UP! For Christ's sake, shut
up!" Then, as Grant hit his stride, and began
to make the rafters ring with cruel and often
inaccurate accusation ("Oh, you bitch, you can't
even keep the house clean!"), he would clutch
the sheets in terrible fear lest one of them
should go completely insane and kill the other.
(He could almost see Grant reaching for the
heavy flower vase.)
Now, without warning, she placed him once
again in the position of a child. "What do
you think I should do?" she demanded, not
asking him for his opinion, but searching greedily for something that she wanted him to say.
But he didn't know; he didn't understand what
she wanted from him.
"I dunno," he said, running his fingers
through his hair. "Maybe, I guess-! dunno-Maybe the only thing to do is what you said."
Yes-he thought passionately. That would be
the answer. That would be the end of all this.
And he knew she would never do it.
She drew in her breath sharply.
"You just don't care what goes on around
here, do you?" she said softly, hysterically.
"Greenwich is all that matters. What's wrong
here? Don't we give you a good enough home?
.. . Answer me! " she cried.
He couldn't be that unkind. He couldn't
tell her that Greenwich was the healthy refuge
from everything at this place. He couldn't
tell her of the quiet, healthy love between his
father and Ann, his second wife.

"I never said I didn't like it here," he
pleaded.
"Maybe you'd just better go live with them,"
she said, ignoring his answer. She was groping for a way to hurt him. "Maybe that's what
you need. Only don't think they'd treat you like
their own child. After a few weeks of their
inconsiderate treatment you'd realize what real
discipline is." He couldn't stand her angry,
self-satisfied certainty.
"They're not!" he shouted. "They're not
inconsiderate!"
"Don't speak to me in that tone of voice."
"Mom," he howled, "how can you exaggerate like that?"
"All right," she said. "I want you to listen
to what I'm going to tell you." She paused .
and compressed her lips nervously. "Do you
know why your father married Ann?"
"Because she was going to have a baby," he
replied simply. He had figured this out for
himself and always taken it as an interesting
but unimportant fact; but now his mother
started visibly, collecting herself to attack the
question from a point of view that had never
occurred to him.
"Yes! Beca!-lse he neglected his responsibility
to me to--to make love to another woman.
And then," she added, with a bitter sorrow,
'"he took it as a matter of course that I'd give
him a divorce."
"But, Mom, that was after you met Grant,"
he reasoned. "So what does it matter?"
A terrible pain contorted her sharp features.
He thought for a moment that she would hit
him.
"Oh, get out," she cried. "I can't stand any
more of your rudeness. You're just like your
father. Get out, before I lose my temper!
Get out! "
He rose, hurt to tears by her irrational fury.
Blindly he burst out the back door and stumbled down the steps. He felt the driveway's
gravel crunch angrily under his feet. And as
he ran he sobbed a meaningless, relieving repetition to himself.
"You god dam bastard, you bastard, you old
bastard!"
He could not have told to whom he was referring but it helped; and soon he could see
clearly again.
He had forgotten his books, but if he hurried
he could still make the school bus waiting at
the corner.

A first time contributor to the REVIEW and our second from the freshman class, Mr.
Lauve turns his poet's eye to the city.

You and the Rain
By Donald Lauve

The rain ceases to bend
And cleanse the dirty eye of you.
You, of ticking, dripping quiet;
Embarrassed in the candle-smoke
Of wet.

It is you, a thin old man
Of corrugated forehead, of sidewalk strain,
Sculptured in grey upon a park bench.
Of newspaper sermon, leaf upon your
Hat; among your full and hollowed pockets,
A green coin, bent.

It is you, of right angles in glass,
Of winking windows streaming, blinking
Steam
In Red and Green clinking noise.
It is you, of black silk thighs
Curved and sexless before a severed
Eight year mirror.

It is you, a grown-up billboard
Crying.

You are a minute and an eternity
Squirming between silver spots.

It is you, the City.

It is you, who had a future
Before the rain and leaf.

Poems by Bunch; novel by Bunch; more po·ems by Bunch ; ballad written in a cafe by
Bunch. If you desire still more-and we think you d(}-here is a philosophical tale. By
Bunch.

The Void Pit in
..

Not~ing

By Bryan Bunch

,.

"But the end of the rainbow is a bottomless
gulf down which you can fall forever without
arriving, and the blue distance is a void pit
which can swallow you and all your efforts into
its emptiness, and still be no emptier." That's
what D. H. Lawrence says in The Fox, and
perhaps he knows. I may yet find out, someday, but D. H. Lawrence seems to know.
I do know that a man can't set and smoke
a pipe, listen to a record, and avoid doing his
work forever. I've tried that, and it just won't
work. My pipe goes out too often, for one
thing. You'll have to pardon me now while
I re-light it.
My pipe is of clay and has a face on the
bowl. I don't know if it represents anyone in
particular, but it looks very Scottish; handlebar
mustache, long hair, and those curious whiskers made by shaving one's chin and not one's
jowls. As I said the face looks like a Scotsman, but the pipe was made in Holland. I
doubt whether there are many Scottish folk in
Holland, although I don't really know that

either. There seems to be quite a lot that I
don't know.
What would you like to be, if you were to
be re-incarnated as some inanimate object? You
know-a rock, a book, or a piano. What ? One
friend of mine would like to be an old dusty
copy of Rabelais' works; leather bound, I 'believe. I want to be the favorite briar of a·
philosopher. One that he's had and loved for
years. I need to be loved, I guess. It was the
pipe that reminded me of the game.
I wonder if my pipe is the re-incarnation of
someone from the past. If he was expecting a philosopher, he seems to have missed
his mark. I may be a sort of reverse type
philosopher's stone. That is, everything I touch
seems to turn to lead. I'm rather discouraged
with life. What I need is a good miracle.
Faust. That's who I am. I'm Faust before
he met Mephistopheles. There is so much I
don't know and wish I did so strongly. Only
I don't even know enough to know what it is.
In fact, if the devil were to appear before
me right now, and were to ask for my soul in

THE VOID PIT ON NOTHING
trade for something, I don't even know what
I could or should ask for. Maybe a pipe that
didn't have to be re-lit. I used my last match
a few seconds ago, and it's out, the pipe I
mean, already. But I just keep chewing on the
stem, as I just keep on living. There's not much
point to either, but it's harder to stop than to
keep going.. Inertia, maybe.
Perhaps I should call on the devil, and see
if he can offer me something to do and the
means with which to do it. I'm not getting
anywhere with the novel I'm supposed to be
writing. What have I to lose? My soul isn't
worth much, and is probably already in the
possession of His Satanic Majesty. I think that
I shall attempt to summon the devil.
Now that's curious. I thought that my pipe
had gone out, but it seems to have caught fire
again. It's smoke smells awfully peculiar also,
although it seems to taste the same. That's
quite a lot of smoke, and it doesn't seem to be
dispersing. In fact, it's coming together, coalescing. If this is Satan, he's certainly picking a
corny way to appear.
''I'll appear as I wish. Perhaps my theatrics
are getting a bit stale, but they are expected
of me. Personally, I thougqt that the pipe
trick was rather clever. You did wish to have
it re-lit. Well, are you still prepared to bargain, or did I come all this way for nothing."
Considering that you really do seem to be
authentic and all, I feel that there's not much
point in my not keeping my promise. Naturally
I'll sell you my soul, if you offer a good price.
"Money, wisdom, power, women, beauty ...
what do you want?"
That sounds pretty good to nie. I'll take it.
"Which?"
All of them. Money, wisdom, power, women, and beauty. I can't think of· anything to
add to the list off hand.
· "Oh, come now. You yourself admitted that
your soul wasn't worth much. I am being overgenerous in offering you any one on that list.
Besides, you were kidding. That wasn't what
you really wanted. You'd have been extremely
surprised if I had suddenly given you all those.
You've surely heard the expression "You
mustn't joke with the devil. I'm really letting
you off easily by not taking you seriously."
I confess. You're quite right. Give me a
chance to think of what I do want. Pardon
me whilst I muse.
The good, the true, and the beautiful. The
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beautiful, the good, and the true. The true,
the beautiful, and ... say, you don't suppose
that I could have all three of those, do ypu?
I'd hate to have to pick one out.
''I'm afraid that I can't offer you any of the
good (on ethical grounds, I can't), nor very
much of the beautiful. I have as good a command of truth as one can get from any source,
but the last time I gave it to a mortal, he committed suicide the next day. Ever since he has
been the biggest bore in Hell, telling everybody how I gypped him. I do wish that you
would pick something normal like the most
beautiful girl in the world. . I have three of
them in stock this season."
I'm not really interested. I have a very
lovely girl right now. Or, at least I did until
yesterday.
"Until yesterday ? You seem to have lost
her."
To be more accurate, you might have said
that she lost me. She says that I disgust her
with my talking, my loving, arid my pipe. I talk
all the time and never say anything, I wish to
do nothing but make mad, passionate love, and
all I ever do is smoke that god damned pipe.
She doesn't want my ugly face to darken her
door, symbolically or otherwise. She hates me,
or words to that effect.
"This is a situation that could be easily remedied by a simple business deal with me. I'd
throw in a perpetually lit pipe as a bonus. "
Give me a chance to think it over.'
"I already know what you will decide. It
will be yes. That's human nature."
Human nature. I spit. There is no such
thing as human nature. Man makes himself.
I shall decide no. Man also makes his girlfriend, and legitimately, if he is a man. I must
be subjective in that I must weigh the consequences of my acts against their application to
mankind as a whole.
"I would call that objective."
And I would call you a hallucination. I don't
believe in God, so why should I believe in you.
My god, I'm getting to be just like Ivan in The
Brothers Karamazov. You don't suppose that
I have brain fever, do you?
"All you have is that illness, existentialism.
It's far worse than brain fever. Brain fever
may destroy the mind, but existentialism corrupts it."
·
Whether you call it a corruption or not, I
still say no to your offer. I do not believe that
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I can sell my soul to you, since I have none.
Because I do not believe in "human nature"
and because it is human nature to say yes to
such a proposition, I will say no. I'll make you
another offer. I'll bet my soul against . . .
against whatever you choose to put up, if it is
acceptable, that you cannot convince me that
there is such a thing as "human nature". Come
on now; bet. It would be going against your
fiendish nature not to.
"Ridiculous. Utterly ridiculous. I know
what sort of proof you would demand. I would
have to take every person on earth, put him
into the same situation for twelve years, and if
there were any deviation from the norm, even
one, you would cry out, 'see, no "human nature", people are not basically alike, Man makes
himself.' And if you care to prove it negatively,
I don't wish to join you in that either. You'd
simply have me find another man whose girlfriend has just left him, and offer him his girl
back for the simple price of his soul. If he
says yes, which it is human nature to do, you
will point out that you have said no to my similar proposition and shout again that 'Man
makes himself,' a most ridiculous, if somewhat
humorous idea."
Then you admit defeat.
"I admit anything. Just let me go back to
Hell where the souls aren't as tortured as yours
is. I see now why your girl left you. You're
a worse bore than anyone in the Lower Regions, and we get them all."
Don't go back just yet. I summoned you
here to wheel and deal, not to chat and scat. I
want to sell my assumed soul.
"All right. Have it your way. Just to rid
myself of you I'll give you three wishes. You'll
make a miserable botch of them. It's human
nature to mess things up with absolute power.
The next three wishes you speak will be granted. Upon your death I will take full possession of your soul, such as it is. Fair enough?"
I guess that I'll let things stand at that.
I'm only doing it to show that "human nature" doesn't exist, any more than you do.
Since "human nature" doesn't exist, I'll use my
wishes wisely. Since you don't exist, they won't
come true. Since I have no soul you are getting stuck. Nothing for nothing to prove to
nothing that nothing exists. A typical bargain
of mine.
"Goodbye, nihilist, or disillusioned solopsist."

Existentialist to you. Goodbye Satan, or
nothing. See you in Hell.
Now back to my three wishes. I had better
be careful not to make my usual comments
like "Damn this typewriter," etc. Fine lot of
good it would do me to have my typewriter's
soul consigned to the pit along with mine. I
doubt if there is much demand for good, clean
mystery novels (such as I write for my meager
existence) in the Lower Regions. Good, clean
mystery novels with plenty of sex and sadism
thrown in to make them sell.
But my mind wanders. (In my ears I can
just hear the devil comment with his brilliant
humour, "Don't worry, it's too weak to wander
far.") I had better make my three wishes before I slip.
The good, the true, and the beautiful still
fascinate me. The good is entirely too relative. For instance, if my next door neighbor,
the old hag, had her concept of the good enforced, I'm afraid that we would have to do
without children starting from about nine
months from today. No, the good is out.
Keats said, I think, that "Beauty is truth,
truth beauty." That seems to eliminate the conflict there. Whichever I want will bring the
other. Well, I can't wish for more truth, as
the truth is not relative, if it exists at all. I can
wish for more beauty. I will.
I wish that everything in the world were
twice as beautiful as it now is.
I might have known. Nothing has changed
a bit. Maybe Satan wasn't listening.
I wish that every thing on this planet were
twice as beautiful as it now is.
Still no change. Let me stop this wasting
wishes and analyse the whole situation.
I have wished away two wishes. Everything
is, if I have any wishes, four times as beautiful.
But nothing has changed. Hence, everything
must be perfectly beautiful. Therefore, if I
wish that mankind could see the beauty around
them, they will. Or perhaps it is that everything can be beautiful or ugly depending on
the point of view from which you examine it.
Either way the proper third wish to make is
that the world be seen as beautiful as it is, or
should I wish as beautiful as it can be.
I wish that all mankind could see the beauty
in all things and acts.
Isn't this a lovely world. See you in the
pretty fires of Hell.

Readers will perhaps remember an Alden Towers, whose pseudonymity intrigued many
into writing to the TRIPOD. The name Edward Caernarvon joins what may become some
sort of tradition.

DENOUEMENT
By Edward Caernarvon

I
I'm nineteen years old; I live in Hillview,
Connecticut; I'm a sophomore at Alton College
in Massawan, Connecticut, and I have a problem. Only it's not so simple as it soundsproblems involving people never are. And I'll
be damned if I know how to resolve this one.
I've got to tell Mrs. Hilton what happened and
I sure can't tell her the way Chas began the
story to me and the way the cops finished it last
night. I leave for home at seven-thirty tor:Qorrow morning and it's almost midnight now, so
it looks like I've got seven hours of pretty heavy
thinking coming up. If you don't mind I'll tell
the story to you and maybe I'll figure out a way
to tell a wonderful woman that her son's just
about a murderer.
I think one of the main reasons for the whole
affair is that Massawan is so much like Hillview. Going away to college is a tremendous
experience for any young person. You get away
from your family and your family's friends, and
from your own friends too, ones you've known

for such a comfortably long time that you automatically take their faults into account and they
do the same for you. And you get away from
your "enemies," kids you've known for years
and always disliked. You're not quite sure why
you never got along, but you've been at swordspoint for so long that you both take it for granted and neither one tries to get out of the habit.
But at college, all of a sudden you find that
you've got a whole set of new personality evaluations to make, new people to explore and new
opinions to form. Your classmates don't fit into that nice like-don't-like pattern any more and
moreover, they're just as interested in finding
out about you as you are about them. It's kind
of frightening, knowing that now you're going
to be accepted or not depending on the character you've developed in eighteen years and
knowing that you're without that convenient
cushion of first grade decisions and the social
security they give you. Of course, your relationships with girls are changing all the time,
even back home, and at eighteen the boy-meets-
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girl problem doesn't loom too large in the brain
of the average freshman who sees innumerable
great love affairs in his immediate future now
that he's a college man. But especially at a
non-coed school like Alton you've got to make
your mark among men, and it's an exciting and
slightly terrifying challenge, more terrifying to
me than it was to Chas.
Charles Hilton and I went all through school
together and we were buddies all the way. We
were just never anything else but friends and
since he ended up as football captain while I
was valedictorian our friendship did both of
us good. And it wasn't a friendship rigged up
out of parental activity over the infamous small
town bridge table either. My folks and the
Hiltons knew each other; my sister and Liz Hilton had been a year apart in school and there
had been P.T.A. meetings and things like that,
but the relationship had just never had any reason to warm up until Chas and I became such
pals. My mother and Mrs. Hilton said they
could never figure out whether either one lost
a son or both of them gained one, 'cause it was
a fact that when I wasn't over at the Hilton's,
Chas was sure to call me up or come bombing
down the street in his great little wreck of a
car and send all the neighborhood dogs into a
frenzy with his fantastic horn.
Now don't get me wrong, there was nothing
unnatural about our friendship. Nobody's going to tell me that all this happened because
Chas was a frustrated, or maybe a satisfied,
homo. You who didn't know him will just
have to take my word for it but some of our
choice expressions and our loud laughs at homojokes didn't cover for anything but the usual
teenage squeamishness and fear of a sex drive
so terribly different from the one that was welling up inside of us. Both of us had plenty of
other friends, and both of us had girls-we
were just buddies, and if any of you are teenagers maybe you can better explain the strong
and healthy relationship that that word implies.
Anyway, both of us were anxious to go away
to college, and when I won a tuition scholarship from the school where Mr. Hilton had
gone and where Chas was going, ev~rything
was set. There wouldn't be anybody else up
there whom we knew and friendship-wise we'd
really be on our own. Just the same, I was
glad that I was going to have an old and solid
buddy in the background just in case.
But meeting the new guys in your dorm and

in your classes is just one of the adjustments
which help a freshman to mature : another one
is learning how to live in an environment different in its completeness. I mean that the best
possible school, in my opinion, would be one
located in a different sized town than Joe College's hometown, and inhabited largely by people of a different background. Not that every
bright guy from Podunk, Idaho should go to
N.Y.U. or Yale, or that every city boy should
go to East Jubrue State, but a town's size and
relative social potential make a big impression
on a high school student, and a different environment surrounding his college may make
the adjustment somewhat harder but, in the
long run, more rewarding. That's why I think
it was too bad that Massawan and Hillview
were so much alike.
Hillview is a small town and rather vicious.
Unfortunately, most small towns are and really,
Hillview didn't stand too much of a chance to
be different. We started with a few good, hardy,
property-conscious Dutchmen and one square
mile of land at a comfortable distance from the
big city of New Amsterdam. Inbreeding and a
few acceptable Englishmen gave us a nucleus incredibly capable of keeping out undesirable elements. Add a few centuries of intermarriage
and a number of usually well-screened newcomers, and you wind up with a town of about
ten thousand people with the strictest possible
sense of the location of the tracks, a rather
stingy council, and a spy network so intricate,
effective and subtle that you're just about on
the payroll before you realize it exists. There
are a great many people who know, or know
how to find out, a great many things about a
great many other people, and even a few of the
older ladies who seem to know everything about
everybody. Discretion supplements self-preservation as the first law of life and teenagers
learn quickly.
Here in Massawan, Chas and I found just
about the same situation, with Mayflower English substituted for the Dutch burgher-bedrock,
and we made it pay off. We two had more
dates and more invitations to dinner during the
first months of school than the rest of the dorm
put together and don't think we weren't sure
the other guys knew it. Off-campus we were
in our element, flashing Ivy League clothes and
terribly collegiate wit in front of the desperately blase town girls. They'd gone out with
Alton men before. but seldom ones who were
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so at ease talking small-town politics with their
fathers, sipping iced-tea with their grandmothers, or smothering their mothers with praise of
her roses. They were relieved, their families
were impressed, and Chas and I were having
a ball.

II
The line between the right and wrong sides
of the tracks is very sharp in a small town, and
it isn't crossed. There really isn't much sense
in trying to cross it because it's very seldom
that you feel happy or even comfortable on the
other side. But it remains a temptation and it
was only natural, I guess, that Chas and I
should take advantage of Massawan before the
gossips took possession of our sense of propriety. We crossed the tracks and, amazed, we
stayed there. Happiness or mental comfort
weren't our goals-sex was.
It's difficult to describe the type of girl we
met in the forbidden territory which we so violently explored. They weren't sluts, and broadmindedness is a little too intellectual a quality
to gift them with. Rather, they were frank, not
naive or ingenuous, just plain frank in that they
knew that sex was a damn important thing to
guys our age and as long as we stayed within
certain bounds they enjoyed our modest orgies
as much as we did. Gangs of hoods motivated
by the same primal instincts that had caused
Chas and I to venture forth had been giving
them trouble, and they were glad of protection,
though they would have bitten anyone who said
so. And they enjoyed the slight bit of consideration that Chas and I, out of habit more than
anything else, paid to the girls we dated. Tough
and sophisticated as they may have tried to
seem, no seventeen year old girl is insensitive
to a boy's opening the car door for her, and a
lot of heartsick freshmen might do well to remember all that corny stuff their mothers taught
them.
And so Chas and I conquered Massawan. For
intellectual enjoyment, good food, social prominence and a proper amount of proper necking,
we didn't have to go far off campus-and a little longer ride gained us serious sex. Let it be
understood right now though, laying with a girl
was out of our line. Making out and petting,
yes, but we each made sure the other stopped
just before we knew he wouldn't be able to.
I'm not sure if it was religion that kept us from
the natural climax of our calculated pleasures.
I'm afraid it seems like the height of hypocrisy
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to say that necking with a naked girl on a bed
is fun but intercourse is a sin, but that's about
the way we felt, and my poir1t of view was, in a
way, worse than Chas's. Religion didn't bother
him very much; we had had some pretty animated discussions about it, me pigheaded in my
catholicity and Chas firm in his refusal to be
bound by any creed. I knew only too well that
my frantic participation in our "social work,"
as we called it, was definitely wrong according
to the teachings of my Church, but I went on,
positive that I would and could never perpetrate
the final sin, and knowing in the back of my
mind that I liked sex. Actually though, I never
could have lain with a girl simply because I
know what it would do to my parents, and if
that sounds like some more hypocrisy I'm sorry
because it's sincere. Morally the thought of
pre-marital intercourse disgusted me, but I continued to revel in the preliminaries.
It's funny, but thinking back I realize that
Chas and I disagreed on almost everything of
any importance, at least in our approach. We'd
usually find that both of us believed very
strongly in the same principle, but our methods
and reasoning processes were at opposite poles
and that made for some pretty bitter but very
strengthening arguments. As far as marriage
goes, the attraction of opposites doesn't appeal
to me, but for a male friendship it's the greatest.

III
We met Carol around Thanksgiving of last
year. You know, it's strange how little I can
tell you about her, personally I mean. Physically
I could write a pretty thorough blow-by-blow,
but as for her personality and thoughts I'm almost at a loss, even though she was my date
first. At least I can illustrate what I mean by
the frankness of the "wrong-side-of-the-tracks"
girls by telling you about the night Chas and I
met Carol and a friend of hers whose name I
can't even remember.
It was a cold, late-autumn night and we
were cruising around in Chas's car. It was a
'48 four-door, perfect for necking, and we'd
found out that we were more successful in our
carnal way with pick-ups than with family affairs. That night was no exception; snatch was
plentiful but we were feeling choosy and it
was nearly ten before we found them. They
were walking slowly along the main street at
the end down near the river where the old
houses have refused to surrender to symbols of
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free enterprise and there are no neon lights to
make ankles look thinner than they are, and
ruin the illusion by depositing garish circles
under heavily-shadowed eyes. One of them
was a blonde, bleached of course, and the other
a brunette, both about eighteen and both
stacked. We pulled over to the curb and
asked for directions, not that they didn't know
that we wanted to pick them up or we know
that they would come, but somehow you find
yourself trying to keep up appearances even at
a time like that. They mumbled some nonsense about turns and red lights and when
Chas asked them to get in and show us the
way, I think all four of us were relieved. I
like blondes, and teenage girls who felt that
they have to bleach their hair fascinate me, so
I had Carol get in the back seat.
I told her I thought Carol was a pretty name,
and that I knew two or three girls with that
name, one of whom was very lovely. Obligingly, she asked me what that one's last name
was and I told her I didn't know but that she
was sitting right next to me and that she was
pretty enough to kiss. A quick look seemed
to satisfy her that this wasn't just an off-beat
attempt at rape, and with a smile that just
hinted of contempt, she told me she thought
I'd like it and that Carol might like it, too. I
liked it very much, enough to be satisfied with
kisses until Chas stopped at our usual parking
place. Then my hands began to work, and with
some pretty nervy sophistication I told her I
wasn't planning to go all the way and that I'd
stop whenever she wanted me to. That same
smile appeared again, amazingly enough with
less contempt, and she said I was damn right I
wasn't going to go all the way but that the
blouse unbuttoned in the back. Chas was doing all right for himself in the front seatgirls aren't above liking to be petted-and I
found plenty to keep myself busy. After a
couple of hours we started up again and
dropped them off where we had picked them
up; we'd long since stopped asking girls from
that section of the tracks if they wanted to be
taken home.
Much as I dislike myself for it, I still have
a superior attitude towards the girls we met
over there. God knows Chas and I were worse
than they, sneaking into a "lower class" section
and cruising around, consciously looking for
sex thrills for all the world like a couple of
depraved playboys . . . and then going home

to our upper-middle-class houses, kissing our
bridge-clubbing mothers, and taking our high
school girl-friends, home from Skidmore or
Smith, out to dinner and a show. But I guess
that disapproving, overly-obvious tolerance,
tempered with the unspoken knowledge of
whom one was seen with and whom one was
not, was too deeply ingrained for me to shake
it completely. I still find myself thinking that
. somehow all of this was caused by the people
who lived in that part of Massawan, people
who were "not nice." But I can't make myself
believe it. It would also make it easier if I
could say that Carol was very different from
all the other girls we met over there, but
that's not so either. She was like all the restpretty, terrifically built, trying very hard to be
sophisticated, and always a little anxious. If
only there hadn't been that little bit of contempt in her smile .. .
IV
Now that I'm telling you all this, I'm surprised remembering how casual our relationship with Carol was. We met her and her
friend a couple of times after that first night,
and we met others in between. The third time,
Carol was Chas' s date and her friend was with
me. By that time I had stopped that pitiful
little farce about the name, and although I
must have known the friend 's name then I've
forgotten it. Anyway, Chas and I went home
for our Christmas vacation, had a fine and socially proper time, and came back to Alton
full , happy, and ostentatiously ambitious.
About a week after we got back, we were
going to look up some more "social experiments," but, leave it to me, I got a terrific cold
and at the last minute I told Chas I wasn't
going. He wasn't either, until about 9:30.
We'd both finished our work for the next day
and I decided to go to bed. Sympathetic as
Chas may have been, the thought of sex naturally overcame whatever concern he could muster up for a buddy with a runny nose, so out
he went. I must have been asleep when he
came in-he told me later it was about 3:00
a.m.-and so it wasn't till the next morning
that I noticed the change.
When you are friends with anyone like I
was with Chas you really get to know them,
especially during the teens. The teens are a
strange and strained period, especially for parents who are struggling under the burden of a
taciturn youngster who bristles at the least in-
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vasion of his privacy, is tremendously sensitive,
and nags like a four-year-old. But reluctant
as a teen-ager may be to let his parents into
his thoughts and hopes, give him a really good
friend and he's the most voluble and transparent thing on earth. Teen-agers are brimming
over with discoveries and plans and they desperately want someone to get excited with
them. Rightly they realize that their parents
are too far removed from the first thrills of
maturity, so they search for someone who
amazes as easily as they do. Chas unburdened
himself to me and I to him, and I can only
remember two other times when he had quite
the same look in his eyes as he did that mornmg.
Once was when we were about nine and
Chas had become fascinated by fire. Not that
he was a budding pyromaniac or anything like
that; he just, for some reason, liked to look at
a fire, and he had been taking papers out into
the Hiltons' large garage and burning them in
the unused portion, always being very careful
to sweep up all the ashes and put out all the
sparks when he was through. We never get
over the terrific temptation to do what we know
we shouldn't, and at nine you're just beginning
to be able to surrender to that temptation with
a reasonable chance of getting away with it.
Well, Chas got bolder and bolder about his
tiny blazes, and one weekend, when both his
mother and father were home, he took some
papers from the cellar and was going out the
door when his father saw him. Reddening and
trembling as he'd sworn he'd never do if he
were caught, Chas said he was taking them out
to the family's cocker spaniel, tied under the
. big cherry tree in the back yard, to play with.
With a doubtful admonition to clean up the
yard when the dog had tired of the new game,
Mr. Hilton let him go. Sighing with relief,
Chas made straight for the garage. How he
expected to get away with it, neither of us could
ever figure out. Naturally when there were
no papers crazing the dog in a few minutes,
Mr. Hilton investigated and found Chas sitting
on the floor of the garage gazing into his litle
pyre. I came by, in all my innocent ignorance,
and met Chas just as he was going into the
kitchen to tell his mother what he had done,
and worse, that he had lied, and his tear-reddened eyes looked just the same then as they
did that January morning nine years later.
The second time was the summer after our
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junior year in high school. I had just turned
seventeen and gotten permission to smoke, and
I was doing my best to burn up half a pack a
day. Mr. and Mrs. Hilton had told Chas he
could smoke when he graduated, a pretty sensible arrangement I think, though I'm not disapproving of my parents because they just realized I'd probably try it anyway and if I had
permission at least smoking wouldn't have the
fatal fascination of doing something forbidden .
I didn't like it very much but damned if I'd
stop, and Chas was pretty bitter about the
whole thing. It was inevitable that he should
try it and inevitable that he should get caught.
Parents have a way about them-the more I
learn about them the more I believe that phrase
my father uses when he bawls me out, "I wasn't born yesterday, you know."
Anyway, Chas was very careful about smoking in the house and he did it very seldom, but
on hot nights when he was taking a bath he'd
usually open the window wide and lie there
soaking and smoking; it tasted pretty lousy but
it gave him a sense of adventure and of worldliness that Hillview usually didn't afford. Well,
one night I guess he didn't open the window
wide enough, or else his father went to bed
right after Chas, because the next morning I
called for Chas, as I had every morning and
every noon for years, and just as we were leaving Mr. Hilton said, "You were smoking in
the bathroom last night, weren't you, Charlie?
I thought we agreed you weren't going to
smoke until your graduation."
Sometimes I think I prefer my father's loud
methods of discipline to Mr. Hilton's. Dad
sure makes you feel very sorry for what you've
done and very angry at the same time, and it's
an awfully intense mixture of emotions to have
to keep down while he rants and raves. But a
couple of nights spent thinking up the answers
you would have made to his harangue if he
weren't your father (and if he weren't usually
right), calmed down your smarting ego and
made you decide to make damn sure that he
didn't get the chance to holler like that again.
In a couple of days you could lift up your
head again. But that quiet way of Mr. Hilton's, especially those words, " .. . we agreed
.. .," could make a guy feel completely worthless and ashamed. It hurt when such a deception, and smoking's a good big item in the
world-view of a teen-ager, should merit nothing but a short, calm, toneless statement from
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your parents, who evidently still trusted you
even though it was obvious you were a complete louse. It takes a while to lift up your
head after that, and that same veil of shame
and fear had dropped over Chas's eyes that
morning as was there that morning in Alton.
There was a kind of unwritten agreement
concerning personal problems between Chas
and me. We approached them differently and
had to be approached about them in different
ways. I never asked Chas if anything was
troubling him. He liked to think things
through first, and he was quite fair to himself
too, and then, when he felt the need, he'd tell
me about it and we'd talk it over together and
usually come to some pretty sound conclusions
... but I couldn't ask him what was the matter. There was a certain aloofness about him,
a certain reserve that demanded respect, and if
you attempted to break through it, to enter
into his thoughts without definite invitation,
you were rebuffed, no matter how well you
meant. A wall came down, shutting you out
even further from the root of the trouble and
making it harder for him to ever tell you about
it and harder for him to bear.
I'm completely different. I can't talk about
my problems right away; I like to think about
them a little first too, but I'm not as just in my
evaluations as Chas-I usually wind up with
a firm decision that I have been persecuted
somewhere along the line and that makes it all
the more difficult for whomever I finally talk
to about it to help me. But I can't bring up
the subject myself; I have to be asked. Most
likely it's just selfishness on my part. The asking, the little gesture showing that somebody
has noticed and cares about my troubles bolsters
me up and restores my wounded ego. The timing, however, is tricky, and it had taken Chas
a good while to discover just when to approach
me. Maybe that intuitive knowledge would
be a good criterion to judge a marriage prospect
by-it's extremely important to me. At any
rate, I waited for Chas to tell me what had
happened and finally he did, two days later.
He had lain with Carol.
I was completely nonplussed, so much so
that I couldn't think of anything to say. All
I could think of was, "Why?" As I said before Chas and I had agreed never to go all the
way for a number of damn good reasons. All
the problems it might involve scared us into a
rock-bound stand and that was all there was

to it-we didn't talk about it any more. But
now Chas had done it anyway and all I could
think of was, "Why?"
Maybe it was because he had been alone.
We had always been together on our little
forays before and I told you that we had a
tacit agreement to see that the other guy didn't
go too far. It was this knowledge that I might
have to stop Chas from climaxing our "orgies"
that had secured my judgment a number of
times and I knew that it had been the same
for him. Some of the girls we had met over
there would have been more than willing to
go all the way, but it was just plain "no" from
the start as far as we were concerned. So maybe it had happened because I hadn't been
there, and maybe there was another reason.
Being a big man on the freshman football and
baseball teams, Chas felt his manliness a lot
more than I did, was more consciously aware
of it I mean. He had never gone any further
than I during our excursions and God knows
I could have gone as far as he had now any
night of the week, but where I usually relaxed
during our rendezvous and lapped up the
pleasure, Chas was almost fervent about it, as
if he were trying to prove a point. A lot of
guys here at Alton have nothing to talk about
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except their conquests. There's one little guy,
the personification of Joe P. (for Potent) College, whose only topic of conversation is an
exhaustive account of a night he spent with a
large and embarrassingly passionate whore
during his first visit to New York City. Chas
and I listened eagerly enough to these tales but
we never contributed anything simply because
we had nothing to contribute, and maybe he
felt that an up and coming big-man-on-campus
like himself should have an experience or two
to talk about. And maybe he just wanted to
prove that he could do it. Actually I don't
know the reason and neither did he, but he had
done it and that's just about the most irrevocable thing on God's earth. And I kept thinking
about that slightly contemptuous smile, that
bleached blonde hair, that body, and that purposely husky voice saying, "You're damn right
you're not going all the way . . . the blouse
unbuttons in the back. "
Chas and I put in a miserable couple of
weeks. I guess we were cowards of a sort in
the way we reacted to this crisis, but I could
count on the fingers of one hand the eighteenyear-old guys I know who I think might have
reacted differently, better or worse I don't
know. As we saw it, there was damn little
that we could do, so we did nothing. Chas
couldn't rush over and marry Carol; it would
have killed his parents and ruined his life. He
would have to leave school and go into the
service with nothing to look forward to and
not very much to look back on. If every teenager who lay with a woman married her, our
colleges would be a hell of a lot smaller than
they are, and we kept on saying that this was
no special occurrence; it happened every night
over in Massawan and Carol was probably
there more often than not. Chas didn't think
she had been a virgin but he wasn't sure. His
remembrance of the particulars were vague-he had met Carol at the usual spot and parked
where we usually did, and then he had laid
her. That was all, but it was more than enough.

v
Mid-years began in a couple of weeks and
somehow we got through them. We forced
ourselves to study and were able to forget for
hours on end when we really hit the books.
Neither of us did particularly well but since
this was our first experience with college exams
we hadn't been expected to. I kept my schol-
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arship, everybody at home was satisfied if not
elated, and Chas and I were home again for
six days or so. We dated very little during
that vacation. It had gotten to be a habit to
take out one or two of our high-school friends
whenever we saw them again, but there was no
romance during that stay. We were both
afraid.
Back at Alton, we stopped our journeys into
town, the right side of the tracks included, and
we scarcely felt the loss. Somehow sex didn't
seem very important then; the realization of its
power had been brought home too harshly and
our fingers were burned. Neither of us saw
Carol again and our only dates were harmless
blind jobs arranged through the house. Peace
of mind gradually returned when no frantic
messages of pregnancy were forthcoming and
we stopped thinking about it so much. We
decided that Carol must have lain with lots of
guys and that we had nothing to worry about.
Funny though, we never went back to that section of Massawan. We were damn grateful
to be out of a scrape so easily and we thought
our lesson had been learned.
Chas and I had a rather uneventful summer.
We both worked, me more seriously because
my marks hadn't been good enough to get my
scholarship raised and now that my few bonds
had been used up, the next year was going to
involve some close budgeting. Mr. Hilton got
Chas a job with the county park commission
and he got tanned and rich at the same time.
Late in July he began to go steady.
Peggy had been in our class in high school
and now she went to Holyoke. She was very
attractive, though not pretty in the movie-star
mold, and Chas had been in and out of love
with her for years. She'd never given him a
tumble before but every once in a while he
waged a little campaign and this time she had
given in. She was a very nice girl and very
sincere--she was sure that Chas was the one.
When he told me about it I'm afraid I wasn't
as receptive as he would have liked. He knew
I was thinking about Carol but he had stopped
worrying about the possibility of a baby. He
thought Carol knew how to take care of herself and it was a cinch that with a girl like
Peggy he'd never have any chance, or even
much desire, to make a fool of himself again.
Not that Peggy wasn't desirable; it was just
that she came from a different world than
Carol did and you just didn't do things like
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that to girls from your own circle. So Chas
became deliriously happy, Peggy bloomed, and
I hoped like hell that we had heard the last of
our voluptuous friend.
Autumn went by in a haze of heat and humidity and I caught up with Chas age-wise
again. We were both nineteen and headed
back to school. We were glad to be going
back. Much as we liked all our high school
friends, with a few noticeable exceptions, it's
really sad what breaks are visible in even such
a tightly-woven class as ours had been after a
year away from one another. I don't mean
just a break between those who had gone on to
college and those who had gone to work. It
was just as hard keeping up a conversation
with guys who had been to schools like Alton
as it was with the guy who'd gone to work for
the local tree surgeon. Mainly it was a matter
of sense of humor.
It's very important for a teen-ager to laugh
and to have his friends laugh at the same
things he does. Teen-agers have a weird sense
of humor, completely outside the scope of
adults mainly because teen-agers almost always
want something they can really laugh at instead of something merely amusing, and also
that teen-age experiences which seem unbearably funny to us just seem silly to our parents.
Maybe the recitation of some of our crazy antics rings too sad and reminiscent a bell in our
parents' minds, and furthermore, they often
don't realize that there's a difference between
our apparent childishness and real maturity.
Sure we do silly, stupid things and get a big
kick out of them, but all the while we know
we're being childish and our actions are all the
more funny to us because we know we're acting like little kids. But try and tell parents
that we realize anything as profound as all
that.
Anyway, Chas and I had our own set of
values now as far as what was funny was concerned, and it was different from those of any
of our friends. Little things that had happened up at school often came to mind when
nobody else was laughing, and our sarcasm had
sharpened around a bunch of guys who could
give and take slightly more intellectual insults
than were popular back home. In order to
amuse everybody, we usually had to fall back
on high school experiences and high school
jokes and that can be pretty tiring and very
forced. You end up laughing at yourself and

at everybody else, and the underlying knowledge that you have lost this vital sameness with
your old friends is depressing. So we were
glad to get back among guys with the same
outlook as we had, and it was really great to
see them all again. It's a wonderful feeling
to go back to school and know somebody. You
don't have to learn the bus-routes and the classroom locations and you're secure right from
the start.
Well, upperclassmen hit us pretty hard and
not only did we renew our connections in acceptable Massawan but, incredible as it may
seem, we ventured across the tracks once or
twice. It's wonderful and somewhat unfortunate that teen-agers haven't quite lost their
childhood belief that having got caught disobeying, your main profit is that you learn how
to do the same thing again without getting
caught. All the same, Chas and I stayed away
from blondes.
VI
It was the evening of October 18th that we
found the note. Chas always parked his car
on the road that separated Alton from the
town-proper, on the college property, and usually we went for a little ride after supper at
the house before getting down to the books.
That night we had been going to take a couple
of other brothers with us but at the last minute they decided they wouldn't go so Chas and
I were going alone. Chas went around to the
driver's side to get in and unlock my door, and
just as he was leaning across the front seat I
saw him stiffen and mutter something. He
opened my door and motioned for me to get in
and I saw that he was trembling a little and
holding a piece of yellow, lined paper in his
hands. He stared at it for a moment; it was
as if he knew what it said even though he had
never seen the handwriting before. Finally
he gave it to me. It was a small thing, folded
in half, and on the outside was written one
small word in pencil-"Charlie." Without
looking at him, I opened the note. The light
blue ink of the lines was smeared in a number
of places and the paper was dirty. There were
two lines of writing and an address printed in
heavy pencil. It read, "We love you. Come to
see us," and beneath the message I read, "112
Hollis Avenue, Apartment 4b." The note was
signed with a "C."
Chas had sunk down onto the seat and his
face was white. I stood there, the note still in
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my hands, and finally I said, "It's from Carol.
She wants to see you. She says . .. (my throat
tightened) . . . she says she loves you." Chas
just sat there and said nothing. Bewildered
and frightened, I put the note down next to
him and walked away. A few seconds later I
heard the car start up and roar down the street
into Massawan.
I couldn't sleep that night. I'll never again
believe the people who say they ever cried
themselves to sleep. I cried that night, for
the first time since I was disgracefully beaten
up in front of my girl-friend in the fifth grade,
and the more I cried the more awake and the
more miserable I felt. I know tears never do
anything constructive about a problem, but
there are times when you just can't do anything and so you cry. Chas was such a great
guy and I loved him .. . and no cracks. When
two guys are as close as Chas and I had always
been you didn't just like him, you loved him,
the way I probably would have loved a twin
if I had had one, provided I had some opportunity to observe him from a distance every once
in a while. I knew he had done a horrible thing,
wrong from every angle, but one mistake
doesn't change anyone that much. He was
still the most wonderful friend I'd ever had,
and for once he was completely on his own. I
couldn't help him now that this thing had
gone this far. At about four a.m. I got up and
put on my robe. I went outside and walked
around the dorm a couple of times, sniffling
and feeling goddam useless. I sat down for a
while and looked around at the quiet campus.
After about half an hour I went back to the
room and Chas was there.
He looked terrible. His eyes were huge
and frightened and there was no color in his
face. He was smoking, and the way he was
dragging on that cigarette would have choked
him any other time. I started to say something but my throat closed so I just stood there
by the closed door and finally he began to
speak. It was fast talk, incoherent and almost
hysterical, but he had only one thing to say.
Carol had had a baby. When he had finished,
or at least stopped, I sat down and we sat
there in silence for a few minutes before he
began to talk again and tell me what had
happened.
He had had a little trouble finding Hollis
Avenue and he was frantic when he finally
pulled up in front of the old, converted store-
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building. Inside were twelve mail boxes, one
without a name on it. That was the box for
4B. He had climbed up the warped stairs, a
little disgusted at the filth of the place and
feeling something akin to our old superior
pity. He'd knocked at the door of 4B and
went in. There was no one there. For a minute he had been going to turn around and run,
but something, curiosity or some strange sense
of duty, made him sit down and light a cigarette. He couldn't tell me much about the
furnishings of the flat although he'd waited
there for about an hour. It was like he had
expected it would be, dingy and old, but there
was nothing that he could remember exactly.
It was just a crummy room in a crummy boarding house. He had read the note himself and
had realized the significance of the "we" which
I had missed. As it was nearing ten, he heard
steps on the staircase and suddenly the door
was thrown open and Carol stood in the doorway, holding a baby in her arms.
"Goddam it, she looked like a goddam Madonna." That's what he said. She had let her
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hair grow out to its natural dark brown and it
fell in long waves to her shoulders. She was
wearing a tan trench-coat and the baby was
wrapped in blue. Chas said she hadn't changed,
but I could imagine the changes that he hadn't
been able to see-the .flushed cheeks, the protective crook of the arms, the naturalness of
feeling and position, all the effects of the pathetic sort of happiness that she had stolen. She
said, "Hello, Charlie," and walked past him
into another room. When she returned she
was alone and she said, "You can see the baby
later." Chas told me that he had never been
so confused before in his life. She was lovely,
and obviously terribly proud of tha.t hateful
child, but he was terrified of her. For a while
neither of them spoke. She sat relaxed and
smiled occasionally (I doubted if that hint of
contempt were still there), and he was scared
and tense. Here Chas began to run his sentences together again and with a motion of
my hand I stopped him and offered him another cigarette. In a few minutes he went on.
Suddenly, he said, he couldn't take it any
longer, and all the arguments with which we
had calmed our fears during the past few
months had tumbled out from between his lips.
Desperately he tried to convince himself and
her that all this was impossible, that his life
was not going to be ruined, that she was a slut,
and that the baby wasn't his. He shouted and
he talked softly, under his breath. He called
her every vile name in the book and called her
them again. He even offered to buy her off,
but nothing did him any good and she didn't
say anything. He told me that suddenly he
realized she was crying, not loudly and not
screwing up her face the way women do, but
crying very softly and looking straight at him.
His throat had caught and he couldn't speak,
and feeling tears start himself he had turned
around and run out.
Since then he had been driving, where he
didn't know-just driving and trying to make
himself believe all the things he had said in
that tiny room and trying to erase the image of
those eyes. But he hadn't been able to and so
he had come to me and I .. . I couldn't help
him. I couldn't say a thing. I sympathized
with him violently, but all I knew was that
somewhere in Massawan there was a beautiful
woman who had been forsaken by the man
she'd counted on and the best that man could
do was to say he was sorry. I was sorry too,

sorry I couldn't comfort him and help him
decide what to do, but I couldn't, and when
he threw himself on his bed and began to cry
I went outside and sat where I had been before
and tried my damnedest to feel something besides that horrible numbness.
VII
When the sun began to come up over Massawan, I went back inside and Chas and I
dressed in silence. God, I felt awful! I was
all choked up, and every time I looked at Chas
I saw what real suffering could do to someone
you loved-suffering combined with the wellbred necessity of keeping up appearances even
while your little world is trembling before a
huge and crushing monster which you sired
and now cannot control. Chas's whole life and
that of his family, his hopes and their dreams,
everything that was at all important to him
was being threatened by the existence of Carol
and their child, and I had no knowledge of
how to cope with a problem of the size and
terribleness of the one which was strangling
him . I couldn't see my way around its intricacies clearly; it was too close. And besides, it
wasn't the type of thing that happened to my
friends anyway. I was powerless before it and
Chas had used up all his hysterical and brittle
resistance the night before. There was nothing
we could do but wait and no one knew how
long.
Silently, sadly, we pieced together our hope
during the few days that followed. I don't
know what we were hoping for ; we didn't dare
think about anything that was likely to happen,
but the absence of news was encouraging.
Quietly, guiltily, we risked a smile now and
then and I even prayed. But it was too late
for that and it wasn't really the type of thing
that you pray away anyway. Today, October
24th, the police came and took Chas downtown for questioning. I went with them and
heard the end of the story and now I have to
tell it to the Hiltons.
The few threads by which Carol had been
clinging to security had been cut by Chas that
night, and since he had crushed her hopes and
driven her to what she did, it was only just, in
a horrible way, that she should retaliate. But
the thoroughness and deliberateness with
which she did it was incredible. On the day
after Chas's visit, Carol had begun to sell her
things. Not that she had very much, but what
she had she got rid of and with the money she
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bought herself a cheap, light-blue net evening
gown and a pair of silver slippers, and a lightblue, knitted suit and satin blanket for the
baby. All they found in her apartment was a
hairbrush, some make-up, and, of course, the
knife. Sometime during the day of the 21st
she dressed the baby in his new clothes and
herself in her new dress. Evidently she burnt
the clothes they had been wearing. Then she
lay down on the bare mattress with the baby in
the crook of her arm. They decided that she
simply held her hand over his tiny mouth until
he was dead because there were no wounds on
his body. When this was done she took a
small kitchen knife and cut her wrists. From
the positions of the bodies when they were
found, it doesn't seem that she moved at all
after she inflicted the wounds-perhaps she
was in some sort of a trance. Anyway, the
blood streamed from the cuts, matted the cheap
stuff of her skirt, and stained the baby's blanket. After a few minutes the Row abated and
then there were two bodies left in the empty
flat.
It's been rather cold these last three or four
days and I guess that's why nobody noticed
any smell right away. But somebody finally
did and the police broke into the apartment
this morning and they found the young mother
and child lying there in her blood. On the
floor beside them was a note on yellow, lined
paper. It was as cryptic and melodramatic
as the first.
"Charlie ... No one else ever had me and
no one else ever will. Carol."
Someone in the house had remembered seeing a strange j:ar parked in front a few days
before. The police checked their records for
one like it and eventually they called the college to see if it belonged to a student. And
so they discovered who "Charlie" was.
I told you before how bad I had felt that
night Chas had gone to see Carol and then
come back to tell me about it-how worthless
I felt because I couldn't offer him any help. I
said I didn't know why but I think I do, and I
think it was caused by the same thing that has
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ruined Carol and Chas. We all three had
something in common, an attitude, an ideal, a
faith, which was shattered, Chas' s first, then
Carol's, and finally mine all on that same night.
Actually I've implied this before when I was
talking about my superior attitude towards the
people from Carol's section of Massawan. All
of us had a kind of inherent faith in the basic
goodness of the class of society to which Chas
and I, but especially Chas, belonged. It's a curiously aristocratic hangover in America's fiercely democratic thought, but the belief that there
is something fundamentally fine in the welleducated, well-to-do, poised, cultured class still
persists. Perhaps it's not ill-founded, but I'm
afraid that something fine has been drawn too
fine to stand up under any tough situation.
Carol would never have hoped, in her anxious,
pleading way, for the aid and even affection
she mistakenly looked for in Chas from a guy
from her side of the tracks. But Chas was different; he seemed to be made of better stuff
than she, and somehow she didn't expect weakness or callousness from him. And Chas, I
think, was scared and very disappointed that
he, with all his background, couldn't react differently. And I was disillusioned when I saw
that stratum of society put to the test and fail
to live up to my rather cruel but comforting
ideas of how its members would behave. I
couldn't sympathize with Chas that night because I resented his ruining of the splenqid concept of gentlemanliness that I had associated
with him. He couldn't face his failure himself-somehow he had violated what he unconsciously thought he stood for. And as for
Carol, I think that the realization of Chas' s
lack of that which she found lacking on her
own social level completed her despair and
drove her to suicide.
Anyway, that's the whole story. It's almost
dawn and I suppose I should try to get some
sleep. In a couple of hours I'll be going home
to tell the Hiltons about Chas. Thanks for
listening to me, but now I think you'd better
go. I've got some more thinking and, I think,
a little more praying to do.

HARlVARl
MEDUSA HAD A LITTLE LAMB
Ah, the processes of the small in mind ! In the
last issue of the Tripod this year a letter appeared
criticizing the Medusa for what it is, a worthless organization. The signer's language was mild. Some
of his criticisms were valid. The gist of his argument was, If the Medusa's decisions are over-ridden
by faculty fiat, what is the sense of a Medusa functioning at all?
The Review has for several years been known as
the Brand of Trinity College, for good reason. The
editors call a spade a spade. ~e ~all the. Me~ usa an
anachronism. It is an orgamzatton which IS well
suited to the prep school. In college, it has no place,
except as an honorary society for the good in heart.
Let's take a look at Trinity's sacred cow.
First, the letter to the Tripod. How did o~r blue
boys react to the challenge? The reply to this wellmeaning critic should have been as honest and open
as the o,riginal letter. If the Medusa has a case, let's
hear it publicly. But no, the Medusa acts ~~ al_ways.
An emissary knocks at the door. The cnt1c IS led
away to a secret meeting. He is asked to apologize.
Assuming the letter writer's facts were wrong and
that he overstepped the bounds of caution in stating
them, we still cannot condone the medieval trappings
of this modern kangaroo court. We disagree with the
Medusa on principle, the principle th_at the p:o~ec~
tion and the jury should not be combmed, as It Is m
this pitiful imitation of Star _C~am~e~ .. What mat~er
how politely they conduct theu mquiSitiOn. The pnnciple on which they base their activities is wrong.
In a College which prides itself on its heritage of
Western civilization, the Medusa is a mockery, a
corpse laid prostrate on Gallow's Hill for all the
world to see and smell. Let's see to it that the Medusa
receives its share of the criticism that makes a democratic system strong. . . .
Among the many things that are lacking in this
New England Episcopacy, one of the least important,
from our eyes, is a prize for creative talent. Trinity
College rewards people for skill in athletics, scholarship, sociability, and success after graduation. How
else could one explain the constant reference to Keith
Funston, the all-round American?

What we obviously need more of is the type of
man who will make Why Trinity? a hell of a question to ask. It therefore comes as no surprise to us
that among the myriad awards for non-vegetativeness
that characterize Honors Day, only the English Composition Prizes, given to those who have shown the
least ability at misspelling all year round, mar the
beauty of that solemn myopic event.
Let us have nothing that would reward what the
convocation sought to laud. Prominent Men can be
bought. Their views are only important where there
is money to be raised to reestablish a pillar of rightthinkfulness. Thank the God-box that nothing has
been done or ever will be done to serve the undergraduate of creative ability.
J. S. B.

THE PROMINEN T UNIFORM
It has been often stated on this campus that the
brown-baggers have a problem. Actually the problem is not his but our own The maj ority of students, because of their prep school training and
their environment, have learned to dress in one
style, and it is that one style only that is acce1:ted
here. This is a manifestation of our conventiOnality and compliancy. We have become similar
to an army in the way we dress, act and talk. Only
certain mannerisms are considered "shoe", and
this especially applies to clothes. We are judging
the so-called brown-bagger by his appearance and
not what we know of him. We are refusing to
accept him socially because he doesn't conform to
our pattern of behavior.
.
All that is important to us as students IS the
present, and we feel bound to live our lives of the
present as fully as possible. We keep busy to keep
from thinking. The average week of a student IS
taken up with a movie or a girl's school in the
middle of the week, an afternoon nap, or two
hours of talking in the "cave". The weekends are
equally cluttered at various girls' schools spent doing almost the same thing and filling our meaningless conversation with the same cliches that we
used last weekend on another girl. Our lives are
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spent keeping up appearances in an effort to impress other people that we are self-assured and
confident. There is so much pressure on us to be
constantly busy that there is no time for contemplation or quiet thought. The art of conversation was lost long ago at some cocktail party.
The picture goes beyond the weekend jaunts to
girls' colleges. It centers more subtly in the
graduating Seniors applying for jobs and planning
their lives. In the last year there is a drive as
in a big roundup, of all the promising young executives to land well-paying and respectable jobs
with established companies. There is a strong
desire to be a wealthy peace-time Air Force officer
because it " has so many advantages". Above all
else the entire goal of every graduating Senior is
to be a prominent success, and no one really knows
why.
The road to success goes on and up from job
to country club to the Eigenbraugh Trophy.
There is a necessity among the students as in
the college and the world, to show a "good face".
All is for appearances from college honors to fund
drives. In place of reality we substitute an "El
Dorado" of public acceptance and conventionality.
Instead of the truth we have logic; instead of
the genuine we have equivocation. The standard
of success is measured by our fellow medocrities.

B. N. M.

A STRANGE HERITAGE
The " Charivari" first appeared, rather unpretentiously, in the March 1952 issue of the R evieu;.
I have often wondered just how many people know
what the "Charivari" is all about.
The origin of the word is conveniently unknown.
During the fifteenth century the term was applied to
the noise made by the beating on pots, pans, kettles
and the like by carousing villagers. The purpose of
their amusement was to show disfavor toward unpopular marriages or people. The Council of Trent
considered the charivari seriously and outlawed it.
(Such action is not to be an example for our readers).
This interdict apparently did not have a very lasting

effect for the Charivari is reported as late as 1869.
This time it was formed to show general disfavor
for a husband 's beating of his wife. The reverse
situation, however, has also been the occasion for a
charivari.
"Charivari" was the name of a satirical journal in
Paris. It is through this journal that Punch became
known as the London Charivari.
It is probably from Punch that the expectant editors
of the Revieu; lifted the term. Since its unexplained
appearance in 1952, the "Charivari" has supplied the
editors with opportunity to beat their pots and pans
and to make all sorts of noise in general protest
G. J. W.
against one thing and another.

THE GAME
"They told me to take a street-car named Desire,
and then transfer to one called Cemeteries and ride
six blocks and get off at - Elysian Fields!" And
so Tennessee Williams brought Blanche to her end
in his own Elysian Fields, fields empty of flowers
and trees, fields instead filled with the gush and clatter of a tin can life, lived by creatures knowing nothing but their own frustration. This frustration is
catching ...
In another play of his, we wait for a click, we
jump and squirm as Maggie sits on her "hot tin
roof," and we feel the frustration. I feel sorry for
the Bricks of this life, bored to death with it, waiting often for that click that seldom comes, seeking
only to be left alone . And the Big Daddies too,
I feel sorry for them, always blind, except for one last
quick look at life, but only one.
And I feel sorry for us. There is no play to
register our frustration. We are the grand strangers
to life, moving with it slowly down some rutted
hill, picking up more and more dirt as we go.
I'm afraid it's no use . . .
The flood has found us, and carries us off without
struggle into the children's dreams of chapel probations, physical education probations, cut probations,
the probations of the mind that waits, and waits, and
waits for the click; the poker game to end; for the
street-car to break down.
T. M. L.
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